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Job interviews lowest
in eight years at UNM
overs took the unusual. step of with·
drawing job offers already made, he
said. Two students at UNM received
job offers that were later withdrawn,
Sandoval said.

By Cindy Schnedar
The associate Director of UNM's
Career Planning and Placement
Center said he is unsure if the number of companies coming to UNM to
interview job applicants will continue declining at the same high rate
it has been.
The number of companies that
came to UNM this fall was 46 percent lower than the number of companies that came to UNM in the fall
of 1981 , and Associate Director
George Sandoval had previously
labeled this year as the worst one in
the past eight.
If the companies currently scheduled to. visit UNM this spring do not
cancel, the decline in the numoer of
companies as compared to last
spring will be only 26 percent, Sandoval said. Thus, the placement
office is predicting a combined decline of 38 pecent for this fall and
next spring.
In 198i-1982, 364 companies
conducted inteviews through the
Placement Office, and Sandoval
labeled it a good year as far as the
number of companies that visited the
campus. The Placement Office is
estimating that 226 companies will
conduct interviews in 1982-1983, he
said.
Only three companies have cancelled scheduled visits in the spring
semester, but Sandoval said a significant number of companies still
could cancel.
The Placement Office was ex. pecting a good year at the beginning
of this fall semester, but in the third
and fourth week "a big chunk" of
companies cancelled their scheduled
visits, he said.
Sandoval said this decline is a re·
flection of the sagging national economy .. Many companies were
caught by surprise when the normal
tum-over they were expecting did
not take place, he said.
''The companies were riding the
crest of a wave," Sandoval said.
"The wave broke, and they didn't
realize it until it was too late."
At the end of last year, companies
realized the economy was slowing.
Although the number of interviews
declined by a minimal amount last
year, the number of job offers decreased by 28 percent, Sandoval
said.
Some companies who had not
planned for the decline in job tum·

Discussion that ensued over the
ethics of withdrawing a job offer has
not been resolved, he said. Although
universities and groups such as the
National College Placement Council
disapproved, the companies involved argued that it was a business
decision that had to be made.
Sandoval said companies who
have withdrawn job offers in the past
will still be invited to UNM to conduct job interviews. "They'll be
more conservative, and they won't
be recruiting in high gear," he said.
The biggest decrease in com·
panies coming to UNM has been in
engineering firms, but Sandoval
said this decrease has to be "kept in
perspective'' because engineering
firms still account for the majority of
c'?mpanies that visit the university.
· During the 1981-1982 school
year, 57 percent of the job interviews at the Placement Office were
engineering related, 28 percent were
business related, 11 percent were related to sciences such as physics,
and four percent were humanities related, he said.
Engineering students make up about 10 percent of UNM' s graduating
seniors each year, while students in
the humanities account for 30 to 40
percent of the graduates, Sandoval
said.
Job prospects for teachers are
"looking a little better" because
''another little baby boom'' is being
predicted by experts, Sandoval said.
An increase in students should be
felt at the elementary school level
from 1985 to 1992, and then the
increase sould be felt at the secondary school level, Sandoval said.
Usually one or two school districts conduct interviews at UNM,
but this year ten to 15 school districts
are planning to conduct interviews
on campus, he said.
In the past,large cities have had a
surplus of available teachers, but the
expected baby boom could change
that, Sandoval said.
The expected baby boom will
only compound problems for small
towns not in commuting distance
from a large city, Sandoval said,
adding that these towns are already
experiencing a shortage of teachers.

SA Child Core

Jeff AleKander

NEW FACILITIES for the UNM Childcare Co-op are officially opened during ribbon-cutting
ceremonies yesterday by UNM Interim President John Perovich (center} and Mayor Harry
Kinney (right}. ASUNM senator Ron Pacheo joins in on the festivities.
Begun 12 years ago during the continue,'' said Nancy Theriot, pro- interac.tion between the co-op and
height of student activism by femin- fessor of Women's Studies and one the university.
ists adamant that day care meant of key figures in establishing the link
The special arrangement that promore freedom, the UNM Childcare between UNM and the co-op.
vides an academic link to UNM
Co-op opened a new facility Sunthrough the College of Education
day, becoming an official part of the
Interim President John Perovich and in return allieviates many of the
university while still maintaining its · said he wished the university could funding headaches for the facility
own identity in the view of its admi- take credit for the facility, but that it opens a wide range of opportunities
nisttators.
was really the students, the parents for all concerned, co-op administra"We are pleased to see that the and the efforts of the Graduate Stu- tors said, noting that day care means
university is convinced of the ne- dent Association and ASUNM that much more than a babysitting sercessity of the center, and hope that had made the center possible. He vice and benefits not only children,
the support we have received will added that he looked forward to the but adults as' well.

University's oldest graduate student
continues to INrite prose and poetry
By Terri Jenkins
An "ambitcxtrous" person is one
who writes equally well_ in both prose and poetry, and GeraldS. Deskin
fits that definition.
Author Deskin, Indian adoptee
and honorary chief of the Chippewa
Indian tribe, is also the oldest graduate student in New Mexico.
Deskin, 79, now an Albuquerque
resident and UNM graduate student,
was born Nov. 15, 1903. in Minneapolis, Minn. Since then, he has
had subsequent or concurrent
careers as a newspaper columnist,
Lt. Commander, United States
Navy (now retired), inventor, coiner
of words and public information
director for the New Mexico MENSA society.
"But my shirt is totally unstuf- fed," Deskin said. "Fifty cents and

my name 'will get you a ride on any
city bus in Albuquerque."
Deskin has written a book on journalism, and has also had numerous

GERALD BESKIN

poems published under his pen name
of Kent Collier. His writing style is
to "sit and sweat." He writes, "because I have to. I like to share with
people. When I come up with a cogent idea in the philosophy field or
something to make people taught I
want to share it."
His prose work ranges from fractured German dialect anecdotes to
speeches for the Philosophers
Anonymous club. He and Dr. Edward DeSantis, associate dean of
graduate studies, addressed club
members Dec. 2 on the topic "In
Pursuit of Truth".
Deskin also declares the ''ghost of
Ogden Nash is roaming the UNM
campus" and is hard at work on his
newest poetry collection, "Deskin's
Book of Beasts" subtitled "Poems
of Uplift for the Downcast with no
continued on page 3

Paranoia
In today's Lobo:

Exam cheaters beware

R~ents.tarnish University

·

reputation: SEE EDITO·
RIAL PAG~4.
. Best movie of the year?
SEE ARTS PAGE 12.

1982 in review: SEE
FOCUS PAGE 10.
Lobo football team shines
In '82: SEE SPORTS PAGE
16.

By Anna Gallegos
Because most cases of academic
dishonesty .occur during finals at
UNM, teachers may be on the lookout for offenders in this week and
students should be aware of the cons&~uences of cheating.
Ninety-five percent of cheating is
brought to our attention during finals,'' said Karen Glaser, dean of stu·
dents and administrator of the Student S.tandards and Grievance Committee.
Glaser said there ate usually 10 to
1S Ctl$CS ptr academic school year
and most of the ~ffenders are underM
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She said UNM doesn't have any
greater a problem with cheating
"than anywhere else."
Glaser said she doesn't know
what classes students cheat in, but
"the majority of cases come from
the larger classes."
''I think the larger the class, the
greater the temptation for cheating
because the students probably don't
feel as singled out and think they can
get away with it,'' she said.
Glaser; referring to the UNM
Pathfinder, said cheating is "dis·
honest action in connection with
tests, quizzes and assignments;
whether in the classroom or not."
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ATTENTION
HEALTH PROFESSION
MAJORS
The Navy is seeking applicants for positions in the following:
• Medical School Scholarships •
Pre-Med Seniors Only
• Medical Service Corps Health Care Administration
Industrial Hygiene
Business Administration
• Nurse Corps • BSN
Join a very special team who enjoy a career with fine opportu·
nities for growth and development. Full range of duty assign·
ments. Overseas travel. Specialties such as operating room
management, anesthesiology, family practice, pediatrics and
gynecology. Continued education and specialization opportunities. Up to $31,500 in 4 years. Excellent benefits. 30-days
paid vacation annually.
For more Information
call 768-3895.

by United Press lnt~rnational

MX missles to face key vote
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WASHINGTON - The Senate
takes up theMX missile this week as
part of a $231 billion defense bill
with key opponents talking ·com.
promise with President Reagan on
the project he deems vital to national
security.
Reagan is attempting to keep
pressure on the Senate right down to
the vote, saying a decision against
building the missile would "weaken
our ability to deter war" and pull the
rug out from under arms control
talks with the Soviets.
But Reagan is offering to yield on
one key point: his controversial "dense pack" basing plan that would
place the 10-warhead nuclear missiles in closely spaced silos in
Wyoming.
MX opponents in the Senate said

the president, in announcing his willingess to e)l:plore other basing options last week, had been conciliatory and were optimistic a compromise can be reached.
Sens. Ernest Hollings, D-S.C.,
and Mark Hatfield, R-Ore., indi·
cated the likely solution is to give
Reagan the $988 million in production money but "fence'' it so it cannot be spent until Congress approves
a basing plan. That presumably
would happen next year.
The battle over the MX production money cut out by the House last
Tuesday has nearly overshadowed
the rest of the $230.6 billion 1983
defense appropriation bill.
The Senate was e11:pected to take
up the bill sometime this week. But
the MX issue could be resolved

separately if Congress acts first on a
new stop-gap funding measure for
the government.
Aside from the money to build the
first five MX missiles, Reagan has
been winning approval of nearly everything else he asked for to continue his five-year, $1.6 trillion rebuilding of U.S. defenses.
The House Appropriations Committee trimmed $18 billion from the
$249.6 billion Reagan had requested, but that still left a recom
high defense budget. The Senate ·
Appropriations Committee has recommended $233.4 billion .
The House bill includes $4.7 billion for the B-1 bomber, enough to
buy the "rst seven of the Air Force's
planned fleet of 100 B-l's, plus
spare parts and additional research
and development.

Kansas grain program selling wheat
MANHAITAN, Kan.- Kansas
State University's international
grains program, pulling in representatives from countries around the
globe, has a major purpose - selling American wheat.
The program, which features
seminars throughout the year for
grain buyers from Taiwan and China
to Sweden and New Zealand, is a
hard-sell promotional campaign in
an educational package. More than
400 people have passed through the
program this year.
Director Dr. Charles W. Deyoe
says the program, which hosts its
latest seminar t)lis week for farmers
on e11:port grain marketing, is designed to educate foreign grain purchasers and convince them to buy

U.S. grain.
The concept, he said, "is to bring
international buyers to our program
and give them technical training in
processing and utilization of our
commodities.''
In short, the plan is a public relations play to show off American
grain and convince foreign buyers
that U.S. crops are a better deal than
the competition's, such as Canada.
An added attraction is the cost.
The U.S. government helps pick up
the tab.
The program offers information
in several different languages on
milling, feed manufacturing and
grain merchandising and marketing. ·
The program's students have been

representatives from Saudi Arabia,
Japan, Kenya, Venezuela, Portugal,
Yugoslavia, Egypt and nearly two
dozen other countries.
"The basic thing they want to
know is ''what can you tell us about
thequality(ofU.S. grain)?"' Deyoe
said.
They want to know about milling
quality, yields and utilization for
food products, he said.

Graduate----------------------------------

continued from page 1

Apologies to Ogden Nash,'' Beskip 's poem on the pteranodon has
been adopted by· the new Museum of
Natural History. His other poetry
fulfills assignments for Gene Frumkin, associate professor of English
and creative writing instructor.
Beskin has had a United Features
syndicated column comparing British and American English, and has
worked for the Cleveland Plain
Dealer and the St. Paul Dispatch.
He received his first college degree from Hamline in St.· Paul -

Minnesota's first institution of
higher learning. During WWII, Beskin .experienced a complete change
of climate for his tour of duty at
Barber's Point, Hawaii. While
there, Lt. Comm. Beskin wrote a
book about his experiences as he
served at the largest air base in the
Pacific at that time.
As an inventor, Beskin holds five
patents, including one of the original
patents for the six bottle carrier. His
patent for a "hemogastat" will
make blood tests far more accurate
once it is in general usage. The de-

vice may best be descibed as a handheld refrigerator which prevents
blood gases from escaping while in
transit to the lab. These gases are
highly instable once the blood is
taken from the body, and loss of
them can result in inaccurate te~t results,
Beskin' s patent in the computer
field will also &id the medical field.
His "referex" is used to program a
pharmacist's computer so that a prescription may be filled in five
seconds at the touch of a button. The
program will also enable the compu-

Cheaters--------continued from page 1

The Pathfinder says such activity
"generally will be cause for dismissal from the University." This,
however, is not usually the case.
Glaser said when a student .has
been caught cheating for the first
time and has shown "sincere regret'' for his actions, probation may
result.
She said each case is unique and
there are several ways to deal with
the matter.
"Suspension is one possibility or
the student may be-put on probation
for a period of time," she said.
In September, a UNM student
was found guilty of plagiarism by

the Student Standards and Grievance Committee. The student was
put on disciplinary probation until
graduation.

Glaser said the teacher may decide to flunk the student or ask the
student to withdraw from the course.
Glaser said the faculty member
must have strong evidence that the
student was cheating. She said the
teacher should talk to the student and
then report the incident in detail to
the Dean of Student's office.
The. dean of the student's college
will be notified and if the case is
pursued further, the Student Standards and Grievance Committee
may hear the case.

The student has the right to appeal
the case to the University president,
Glaser said.
"There is always the possibility it
will ruin your academic career,'' slle
said.
One method of cheating that Glaser said "blows" her mind is when a
student sends other people to take
his test for him.
''There are double implications
here; two people are in trouble," she
said.
She said there is controversy as to
how harsh the penalties for
academic dishonesty should be.
"I personally do not have a whole
lot of tolerance for academic dishonesty," she said.

know we didn't know,'' Beskin
said. He has tried many forms of
writing in the past, including a stint
at writing greeting cards, and is enjoying his writing classes at UNM as
well. Beskln, however, has reservations about some of th subject matter. "I object to some of the most
modem poetry," Beskin said. "It
verbosely says nothing."
Beskin has lived in Albuquerque
for almost three years, and expects
to continue addir.g other interests
~ndperhaps careers during his "retirement" here. He expects also to
emulate his mother who is 104 years
old and lives in Minnesota.
His mother doesn't like nursing
homes because there are too many
old people, Beskin said. She received several gifts of money for her
104th birthday: "She says she's
going to save it for her old age,"
Beskin said.

Abortion & Pregnancy Testing Clinic's

Well Woman Clinic
Annual Exams, Family Planning, Pap
Smears, VD Screening, Referrals

Call For Appointment:
265-9511

A Large Bowl of oar
Spicy Green Chili Stew
flour tortilla & small soft drink

Of course, the foreign representatives can take the course in Kansas,
using U.S. funds, and go home and
apply the knowledge to grains
purchased from a U.S. competitor.
But Deyoe and others involved in
the program know that is a risk taken
in all promotional campaigns.
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ter to print R label complete with ~.ny
incompatibilities with other medicines, do third party billings and
keep a perpetual inventory for the
pharmacist.
Beskin may also be the only UNM
student responsible for a new word
in the Random House dictionary:
calorific "in the sense of being filled
with calories, loaded' with BTUs,"
Beskin explainr.d. He enjoys coining I)ew words much for the same
reason he took - and passed MENSA's ali-day admis~ions test.
"I wanted to see if the oatmeal
was still bubbling," Beskin said,
tapping his forehead. MENSA is an
honorary society comprised of those
people in the upper 2 per cent of I. Q.
ratings.
He pursues his graduate studies at
UNM with the same philosophical
enthusiasm. "I define education as
getting to know what we didn't

Dog and Cat Supplies at
Discount Prices
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Editorial

Letters

Authors get no undue profits

sources that the Regents were
offering Perovich a three-year
contract until his retirement if he
would allow his name to be considered as a finalist, Bill Weeks,
executive assistant to the UNM
president, said he knew nothing
about the rumored offer.
Chester Travelstead, chairman of the Presidential Search
and Screening Committee, says
in his report's addendum to the
Regents that late in the process
he began to feel they had a bias
against out-of-state candidates
and were leaning toward someone already at UNM.
Travelstead also heard ''persistent rumors" from several
sources, including some from off
campus, that the Regents were
seriously considering Perovich
for the presidency. He directly
confronted Weeks and Regents
Henry Jaramillo and Calvin
Horn, who all denied it. However,
Travelstead says Weeks admitted he had gone to the Affirma·
tive Action Office at the direction
of Regent Colleen Maloof in
order to determine whether
Perovich still was in the "presidential pool" or how Perovich
could be made eligible for inclu•

sion in it.
All of which brings to light two
questions: 1) Why was the
search process ended? 2) Why
did the Regents choose Perc·
vich?
Jaramillo said the Board had
been in the process since April
and felt it was not fair to the
candidates to continue the
search since the Regents could
not reach a consensus on any of
the six candidates. They were
under a lot of pressure to make a
selection and quickly announce
it, he added. None ofthe Regents
has ever said who was applying
pressure.
But the way in which the Regents' portion of the search process was conducted is sloppy.
There still is disagreement as to
whether Jaramillo told Travelstead to relay the Regents' decision to the six finalists. Travelstead says he was never told the
announcement would be made
at the UNM-University of Hawaii
football game nor to contact the
finalists.
Among the six finalists, there
were at least a few that were well
qualified for the job and would
have been good for the Universi-

Editor:

ty, The Regents rushed into their

The Daily Lobo published a letter from Michael A. Gallegos
under the headline, "Hopi Indians Being Exploited." Mr. Gallegos was concerned that the authors of a recent book on the
Hopi who presented a slide program at the Maxwell Museum had
profited unduly from this pub·
lication. Your readers and he
should know the following: 1)
The book was begun in about
1974 at the request of a former
Hopi tribal chairman with the
approval of Hopi religious leaders and of the tribal council. 2) All

decision and did not take a clear
objective look at each candidP.:e.
The Regents will deny that
Perovich was theJr choice from
the beginning. If it is true Perovich was not their selection from
the start, then the search process
should have been restarted. By
their actions, the Regents have
tarnished this institution's reputation.
The next UNM presidential
search process will not be taken
as seriously by possible candidates, members of a possible
search committee and the general public. There is great doubt
whether many qualified candidates will be willing to apply next
time.
Should Perovich be named
president on a permanent basis?
The answer must be a categoric·
al "no." To do so would go
against all Affirmative Action
Program guidelines and even
further hurt UNM's reputation.
Perovich was not considered as
an equal candidate, so he should
not getthejob. Let him remain as
interim president, a position that
can continue indefinitely. Let's
not add "Regentsgate" to UNM's
disgraces.

The gathering of Indian, Black,
Hispanic and women's groups to
protest the production of video
games which give points to the
'player' to rape women was of
major significance. It was clear
notice that we all are aware that
the degradation of our bodies,
minds and cultures is the subject
of a multi"billion dollar media industry which plays to and perpetuates the illnesses in our society called racism, sexism and
violence.
In these games, attitudes of
racism and sexism are twined
together in the knot of rape in
such a way as to constitute the
symbolic expression ofthe worst
of our culture. By this means, the
NEW MEXICO

Dally Lobo
Vol. 87

381400

women's community will fight
together against our victimi~a
tion and that of all peoplel We
will identify and root out all of the
cultural messages that tacitly
and blatantly give people permission to continue to hold their
racist, sexist attitudes which

The Regents have replied to
the criticism of the way they
went about hiring a president by
saying that the law gives them
the authority to make this decision. They miss the point. No one
is saying thatthey don't have the

better about themselves and
their school. I would like to thank
Coach Morrison for his part
(there are others) in helping to
turn around the UNM football
program.
So Coach Morrison left for
selfish reasons. Has Steve King
thought of the fact that Coach
Morrison has improved the
financial security of his family?
That is anything but selfish.
We all know that if Steve King
were offered Jim Murray's position as sports editor of the Los

. Sincerely,

..
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"All-Star-Hi"

J.J. Brody
Maxwell Museum of Anthropology

"All-Star-Low"

authority to decide who will be
president, The problem is the
bad judgment they showed in
the process of making that decision, by ignoring the selection
process they had themselves set
up, announcing their choice at a
football game, etc.
If the Regents were as con-

cerned about making intelligent
decisions tha.t the university
community could support as
they seem to be about their own
authority, they would take a serious look at how they have
handled their own responsibilities. Then they would resign.
G.F. Schueler
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Palestinians suffer
To those who do not know
what it is like for a Palestinian to
live under occupational conditions, I have taken the liberty to
point out a few facts that will
awaken you and open your eyes
to a reality that many of you, unfortunately, fail to recognize exists.

translate into violence and destruction in our lives.
Franclsca Hernandez
Ona Lara Porter

Besides Palestinians being
victims of racism, they also have
to survive daily persecution and
constant harassment. Palesti·
nians are forced to live with the
threat that they could be jailed at
• any moment for no reason at all
other than just exressing themselves. Why? Because they are
supposedly disrt..:pting the
peace. But when armed civilians
from a settlement known as
Gosh-1-Monim raided the city of
Ramallah and fired off guns
against defenseless men;
women and children (in front of
the Israeli military, mind you) it is
called self-defense.

Albuquerue Area Indian
Health Board, Inc.

Morrisor:- had every right to leave
Editor:
Well, it's rather obvious to see
that Steve King has studied atthe
Gerry Cooney School of Sports
Journalism by the way he hits
below the belt. This is in reference to his immature article of
Dec. 8 in which he blasts former
Lobo Football Coach Joe Morrison.
What I would like to know is
just who did Joe Morrison abuse
and hurt? If anything, he has
made many football players and
people of this community feel

Part of being human is interpreting ourselves, others to
ourselves, and ourselves to
others. In some sense, all are the
same thing so why not have a
Hopi bean farmer do a National
Geographic story about a Wisconsin cheese farmer? We must.
make the interpretive effort and
if a trap called exploitation is on
one side of us, another called
xenophobia may be on the other.

"Pro-Star"
Editor:

Editor:

violation of an individual woman
is the metaphor for man's forcing himself upon whole nations.
The important message in the
gathering was this: We, the Indian community, We, the Black
community, We, the Hispanic
community and We, the

of the photographs of Hopi ritual
as well as some others in the
book were taken by Hopi photographers rather than by the authors of the book. The photographers are credited by name; I
do not know ifthey were paid for
their work. 3) A portion of the
royalties received by the authors
has been assigened to the Hopi
to be administered by Futures for
Children, a small and very effective charitable organization·
based in Albuquerque. The Maxwell Museum was careful to investigate these matters and collect this data before agreeing to
do the program,

Bad judgement. is the problem

Communities will fight victimization
Editor:

The Best Name
•
1n Basketball

by Garry Trudeau

Regents tarnish Un.iversity reputation
Commentary by Craig Chrissinger
The UNJ\11 presidential !>Barch
process is sure to draw criticism
for months to come. And with
good reason. The Regents' decision Nov. 20 to end the search
and retain John Perovich as interim president hitthe University
community like a bombshellthe &hrapnel of which already
has injured UNM's reputation.
Legal counsel still is researching whether naming Perovich
as president on a permanent
basis is legal under Affirmative
Action Program guidelines. But
as evidence comes to life, one
begins to seriously wonder
whether Perovich was the Regents' choice all along.
The Regents' response to criticism has been to assert their
final authority in the selection of
a president, to say they could not
reach a consensus on any one
candidate and to point to Perovich as evidence of the search
process' success.
These defenses do not hold up
against legitimate criticisms and
multi-source evidence.
In late October, the Daily Lobo
heard from several anonymous

Letters

Angeles Times, with a syndi·
cated column, he would turn it
down. Don't worry, Steve, with
your inept observations the only
paper you're qualified to write
for is either the Albuquerque
Journal or Tribune.
Coach Morrison faced a challenge when he came to UNMand
faces another at the University of
South Carolina. I would like to
wish him and his stafftbe best of
luck and continued good fortunes. No pun intended.
Mickey Carter

Students have to live under
the threat of being deprived an
education at any moment, because their school or university
may be shut down. For many
schools and universities are continuously being shut down, such
as the University of Beir Zeit,
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which was closed down recently
for three months, for no reason
other than because the students
were protesting against what
was happening in Lebanon.
Palestinians are constantly
being mistreated by the Israeli
military. The military are in pursuit of inflicting violence upon
defenseless men, women and
children. The Israeli military are
constantly humiliating the
Palestinians and only aim to
bring down the morale of the
people.
These are just a few of the
problems the Palestinians have
to undergo. As for those who
wish to know my source, I am
that source. How do I know these
things? I am a Palestinian who
lived there.
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Gallegos submits request to ASUNM
calling for the resignation of Welch
Vodka and
La Paz Margarita
Mix make a
great Russian
Margarita.

spearheading the original request for
Welch to either resign or be tenninated included UNM Faculty Senate
President Steve Kramer, GSA Presi·
dent Dolph Barnhouse, and Lobby
Committee Chainnan Mark Duran.
The December ASNM meeting
had Welch's tennination or resignation introduced as emergency business. Associated Students of New
Mexico is a council of student body
representatives. As such, it collectively represents more than 60,000
New Mexico students at institutions
of higher learning around the state.
The resolution also called for termination or resignation of lohn
Robert, chairman of the board of
trustees for U of A.
ASNM unanimously adopted the
resolution as its official position regarding the situation at U of A.
"There were two developments
leading up to my introduction of this
resolution at the ASNM meeting,"
Gallegos said. "The first development was that Welch has yet to
appoint a Dean of Students for the
University of Albuquerque, which
shows a total disregard for the needs
of the students.
"The second development was
that Welch appointed a supervisor
for the student government at U of
A. This supervisor could oversee all
legislation, all appropriations and all
spending,'' Gallegos explained.
"The student government might
vote on appropriations, for example,
and the supervisor could veto them.

By Terri Jenkins
ASUNM President Michael Gallegos introduced a resolution for the
resignation of University of Albuquerque President Frank Welch at
the Dec. 3 regular Associated Students of New Mexico meeting.
"It was never my intention to get
involved in an internal matter,"
Gallegos said. "But I consider myself a student leader, and when a
leader sees this (the situation at U of
A) happening, it is his duty to do
something about it.
"Welch is not concerned with the
individual," Gallegos continued.
"He is not a humanist."
"The UNM community had
asked for Welch's resignation two
months ago (in October),'' Gallegos
said. "It was the first time everyone
had worked jointly on an effort like
this." Besides Gallegos, those

The label tells how
to add tequila to
~~~~":'0""' make a
~~~~~r'f2 Margarita.
Instead,
add vodka
and you have
a delicious
Russian
Margarita.

About the only thing that
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"This is a total violation of student rights and a total violation of
student government rights," Gallegos said.
U of A Board of Trustees Chairman Robert was also named in the
resolution. "Re has failed to deai
with student needs and grievances,''
Gallegos said.
''We want to demonstrate that the
students of New Mel!:ico are appalled by what Welch is doing at that
university. Our goal is to achieve
some sort of action by the Catholic
Church," Gallegos said.
~
''U of A is a smaller school, with
a private school and Christian
atmosphere. I think this is what the
Catholic Church has finally recognized that Welch does not exemplify
what the university represents,"
Gallegos continued. "Ris personal
actions, such as being charged by
Corrales police with driving while
intoxicated, and his other actions
such as his policy-making decisions
are not what a Christian university
exemplifies.
"One way or another, we're
going to make that voice of the student body heard," Gallegos said.
"We are obviously not the New
Mexico students of the 60s, and
we're detennined to prove we're not
the apathetic students of the 70s.
''Th.e students of the 80's aT!! politically aware and active, We are not
going to sit still and watch student
rights being abridged,"
Gallegos feels the issue of student
rights and government should receive attention "no matter if the university is across the city or anywhere
in this region."
Gallegos is also the American
Student Association director of Region Three, which includes Arizona, Colorado, Nevada, New Mexico, Utah and Wyoming.
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By Robert Wood
The number of traditional 18year-old freshmen is on the decline,
according to University College
annual report compiled and submitted by Dean William R. Huber.
The 1981-82 University College
report indicated that the number of
traditional freshmen enrolling at the
University has declined 10 percent
over the past decade.
The University is also losing its
"market share" of New Mexico
high school graduates going on into
higher education, Huber said. The
number of those who chose to attend
UNMhasfallenfrom24.5 in 1978to
21.3 percent in 1981. In Bernalillo
County, where the University draws
the majority of its freshman, the
drop was from 54.6 percent in 1978
to 47,1 percent in 1981.
National demographic projections estimate a 15 percent decline in
high school graduates over the next
decade, depleting the number of
potential freshmen enrolling at universities and colleges. In New Mexico the number of high school graduates dropped by more than 400 from
1980 to 1981.
Total enrollment in the University
College increased by 2.4 percent
since last year, according to Huber's
report,
However, Huber's breakdown of
the enrollment patterns indicates
that figures for beginning students
have remained stable over the past
decade. Beginning student enrollment grew last year by 1. 9 percent

after a decline of 5. 7 percent the year
before. Last year beginning freshmen and new transfers totaled
3,123.
The number of transfer students
enrolling at the University has
almost doubled in the past ten years.
ln 1971 there were 371 enrolled
here. In 1981 the number had
climbed to 704.
The number of retuming students
and non-traditional students who
have completed more than 26 credit
hours, was up last year by 2.8 percent, accounting for part of the en·
rollment increase. Returning students totaled 4,432last year, including 640 readmitted students.
The overall trend in freshm1111 enrollment has been stable throughout
the 1970s. The short tenn fluctuations were related to recessionary
and post-recessionary periods. University enrollment tends to increase
during a recession as people who
can't find work resort to their second
choice - attending school, Huber
said. Federal and state financial aid
make higher education a possibility
during these times, he said.
The report also indicated that
freshmen test scores were continuing their steady recovery from a
1975 low. ACT mean composite
scores, which dropped from 21.9 in
1967 to 18. I in 1975, last year stood
at 19. The reinstitution of high
school group requirements for
admission to the University were
significant to the recovery.
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Compared to the national collegebound and national college enrolled
mean ACT scores our freshmen test
scores remained high. But they were
"significantly below national
nonns" when compared only with
doctorate degree granting institutions. Huber said no one really knew
what caused the tremendous decline
in national test scores or why New
Mexico students' scores fell further
and faster.
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Our University's more lax admission requirements may be a factor in
the discrepency, Huber said, but he
said "that factor might be getting
more weight than it deserves."
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The most notable shifts in students' selection of degree colleges
were reported i.n The Bachelor of
University studies program and the
College of Arts and Sciences. Significantly fewer students transferred
into the B.U.S. program due to new
admission and graduation requirements. More students transferred
into the College of Arts and Sciences
as well as the College of Engineering and the Anderson School of
Management.
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By Anna Gallegos
College students operate under a
c.hronic state of pressure that can
lead to physical or p~ychological
collapse, said Dr. Greg Franchini,
psychiatrist with the mental health
unit on campus.
Franchini, who recently spoke on
campus to a female audience, said
there are common ways of dealing
with stress because "we all" respond and adapt to stress in similar
ways.
Franchini, who called stiess "the
wear and tear of life," said "stress is
the same, but the stressers are different.''
The particular stressers college
students encounter are "books to be
read, papers to be written, tests to be
taken and deadlines to be met,'' he
said.
Franchini said time management
is often a problem with college students.
"Time management is a skill and
is easily obtained if' 'you want to put
some time into it," .he said.
Franchini said there are three
"stress profiles" people can be
categorized under. They are muscular, mental and visceral.
People suffering from muscular
tension, headaches, fatigue and

chronic pain symptoms are muscular
stress sufferers.
Mental stress involves the central
nervous system and may result in
over-concern, worry and oversleeping.
Visceral stress, which affects the
autonomic nervous system, is the
stress suffered by those with arthritis, migraine headaches or asthma.
Franchini explained a theory on
stress response that includes a threestage cycle.
When a person is under stress he
generally reac[S with "alarm" and
anxious feelings of "I've got to do
something quick,'' he said.
If stress continues, the individual
will then go into a ''resistance
phase,'' During this period, outward
behavior appears normal and the
person appears to be coping successfully with the stress. Franchini said
this is the stage most college students are in.
The third phase of response is an
"ellhaustion phase" or "breukdown."
Franchini said it is important to
reduce the stress before it goes
through all of the stages.
"The goal of any stress protocol
is to reduce stress, rather than eliminate it.
"One of the most defeating pur-

poses or situations is trying to eliminate it and becnming frustrated,' •
he. said.
Franchini said reducing stress can
be obtained by a number of means.
He said people can cope with
stress by ignoring the problem, or
stresser, Jiving with it, taking
medication, leaving it, or changing
their response JO stress.
Medications, such as vaJium and
Jibrium, are stress reducing as is
alcohol, but the long-term effects
are negative, said Franchini.
He said medication is the main
way people in our society deal with
stress.
Some people may choose to
"leave" the problem. For example,
if school is bringing on stress, the
person may choose to leave, thus
eliminating the stresser. He said this
may not always be the right answer,
though, in the long run.
Franchini suggested listening to
personal feelings, talking out troubles with others, sufficient rest and
exercise, and "learning to accept
what you can't change" as positive
ways to deal with stress.
He said relaxation is important
and can be "learned" through various methods.
No matter how a person chooses
to relax, Franchini said the technique must be routinized.
"You must make it a habit, a part
of your life," he said.
He said once a person has learned
how to l'elax his body, he should be
able to "relall instantly."
He said exercise is "really critical" and those who increase their
heart rate are better at reducing
stress.
Franchini said there are five fulltime counselors with .the mental
health unit, which is located at the
Student Health Center.
"We see more graduate students
for stress, proportionately, and more
women, because they are more likely to seek help," he said.

Electron probe
newly installed
By Alison Lacy
A new $500,000 electron microprobe, UNM's second, is being installed in the basement of the Geology building.
''The microprobe is a prime device for studying materials (such as)
lunar samples and meteorites without destroying them," said Dr.
Wolfgang E. Elston, acting geology
chairman.
UNM is on;~ of a few universities
to have an electron microprobe, and
the old one is used day and night for
research, according to Elston.
The money for the new microprobe came from New Mellico state
bonds and a National Science
Foundation grant.
The microprobe is being installed
as part of a second phase of renovation in the Geology building.
It will take several months to prepare the microprobe for use, he said.
A st.oreroom for meteorites and a
"sample" preparation room will
also be installed in the basement, but
the microprobe is the first priority,
Elston said.
An office for microprobe operator
George Conrad has already been set
up.
ln the first phase of the renovation, a scanning electron microscope
was installed in the basement, the
basement hallways were refurbished, and an analyst chemistry Jab
was moved to the second floor.
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Tribal safety program tried
By Gayle M. Krueger
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Student stress is always the same
despite a wide variety of stressors
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One of the challenges in establishing a safety program for Native
American tribal industry is incorporating cultural philosophies into the
program design, said Jebose Okwumabua, a UNM doctoral student in
community health education ,
Okwumabua attended the llOth
annual meeting of the American
Public Health Association last
month in Montreal, Canada, to discuss international public health concems with representatives of organizations from all over the world.

"I answered a lot of questions,
~specially in the area of the cultural
implications of safety programs,"
Okwumabua said.
Okwumabua, a native of Nigeria,
West Africa, headed a team ofUNM
students who developed a model
occupational health and safely program for Navajo Agricultural Pro-

~

ducts Industry in the San Juan Basin
area of New Mexico.
"Navajos seem to believe if you
talk about illness and accidents you
are encouraging them," Okwumabua said. "In Nigeria we have simiJar concepts, and I can identify with
the ~avajo beliefs."

"On all Indian lands today, there
are Jess than40 tribal safety officers.
With federal cutbacks eminent,
many tribes stand to lose funding for
these safety officers and they are in
need of constant support, education
and training," Ralph Zotigh, director of NAISC, said.
In 1981 the NAISC initiated a stuOkwumabua has been working
dent
intemship program designed to
with the National American Indian
stimulate
interest among Indian and
Safety Council, Inc., a non-profit
non-Indian youths in careers in safeorgainization that serves as a legal
ty, and to provide field experience in
link between Native American comoccupational health, community and
munities and the U.S. Department
of Labor, and receives funds for the home safety.
Okwum:abua, now employed
development of safety accident prepart-time by NAISC, participated in
vention programs.
the graduate student intemship progNAISC statistics show that acci- ram while developing the model
dents are the number one cause of project with Navajo Agricultural
death and disability among Native Products Industry.
Americans, and the accidental inOkwumabua said internships are
jury and death rate in Native Amer- available for UNM students for the
ican communities is at least four spring semester. "We want to reach
times highter than the national the people through the people,"
average.
Okwumabua said.
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Using the human capacity to listen and to understand is the reason
Agora is successful, says Director
Joe Kieltyka, describing the way
UNM's student-run crisis center
works.
Agora, which is Greek for "open
meeting place," first opened its
doors on campus in 1970. The organization is now the oldest student·
run crisis center in the nation, and its
role has changed greatly over lhe
years, Kieltyka said.
''Agora began primarily as a drug
counseling center in the early '70s
when the drug culture seemed to be
at its height," Kieltyka said. "Now
we see most ofthe problems we deal

with having to do with relationships."
Kieltyka describes Agora as a
place where an individual can find
the answers to his or her problems
through referral to other organizations, or perhaps through looking at
their problems in a different way.
The director said that providing
someone who will listen is what
Agora does best.
He udded that while the problems
people have are all somewhat different, volunteers can, by using an
"active listening" technique, help
people identify and deal with whatever is troubling them.
The majority of contacts are
through one-time phone calls, about
half of which are from students and

about half from the local community, Kolozsy said.
Kieltyka said the reliance on student volunteers will mean the usual
24-hour operuting hours will have to
be cut back, but that the center will
remain open at least 12 and possibly
as much as 18 hours a day during the
semester break. He said th peak
evening hours from 6 p.m. to 2 a.m.
will be the first priority.
Kieltyka added that many people
have the mistaken idea that the
Christmas holidays are a time of
greater depression and suicide for
those with problems. He said spring
is actually the worst, and the Christmas season is not any busier for his
organization than any other.
Agora is located in the north end
of Mesa Vista Hall east of the campus mall. Telephone is 277-3013.

SIZES: 7'1~13, B-EE•
'Not all Widths In ali sizes.

3401 Central NE
266·2112

5809 Menaul NE
881-8311
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.. skiing

~ 96ll MENAUL BLVD. NE

I
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Two slices of Pepperoni Pizza,
a salad and a medium soda for $2.25

~

~

~

(5¢ less for each cheese only slice)

~

2004 Central SE • 843-9750

..

~...............................................................................

MERRY CHRISTMAS
from

for a Complete Selection of
The Seasons Most Unique
Gift Items:
Great Variety of Laurel, Shashi, and Thousand Rowers earrings· Ross
Lew Allen Earcuffs·Wool Ponchos•Angora Sweaters·Men's Shetland
Wool Sweaters·Raw Silk Dresses and Separates·Natural Fiber
S.carves·Men's and Women's Sox by Royce and Electric
Sox·Earmuffs·Caravan Bedspreacis·Handmade Exotic Wood
Mlrrors·7 Styles of I 00% Cotton T-shlrts·Cotton Flannel
Nltegowns·Halr Omaments·Chlnese Wool Stuffed Animals·Goose
Lamps
Large selection also avodlilble at
The Rose at The Galerta

Student Bookstore
Opposite UNM
2122 Central Ave. SE
243-1777
Serving the University of New Mexico and the Albuquerque area
Mon-Fri 8:30-5:30 Sat 10:00-5:00

tor

~

I

WORK IN STYLE!
The Winger Chukka: Soft, cushioned
insole. Soft oil-tanned, waterrepellent Velva Retan leather.
Cushioned wedge sole and heel.
All this, plus the traditional toughness that sets
Red Wing workshoes
apart! Stop ln.

~

One slice of Pepperoni Pizza,
a salad and a small soda for $1.55

Listening makes crisis center work
By Dennis Pohlman

~

Need Some Cash
For Christmas Giving
Or
Next Semester's Texts?
Bring us your used textbooks.

Best Prices
Paid Everyday
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1982in
Review--

Focus

Presidents come and go
William "Bud" Davis accepted
the job as Chancellor of Higher
Education in Oregon, leaving UNM
with John Perovich as interim president. A search process which began
with 217 applicants was narrowed
down to six finalists. But, the Regents couldn't decide who to choose; and citing their final authority in
the matter picked Perovich - who
wasn't a finalist- to continue
serving as interim president.
President Reagan breezed
through New Mexico in October
campaigning for Republican candidates, He stopped briefly in Roswell
to demonstrate his support for gubenatorial candidate John Irick and
senatorial incumbent Harrison
"Jack" Schmitt. Both Irick and
Schmitt lost their respective races in
November.
Elections and rct11rns

Joe Cavaretta

Governor-elect Toney Anaya
won the election with room to spare
as did democratic Senator-elect Jeff
Bingaman. Bingaman and his opponent, Schmitt, were involved in
what was called one of the worst
"mud-slinging" races of the election. The Democrat get-out-the-vote
was the determining factor in the
I 982 elections, according to many
experts.
The subject is controversial

Jeff Alexander

The Daily Lobo newsroom was
the site of a sit-in during midOctober after the paper published an
editorial thut was considered mcist
by a coalition of minority groups.
The controversy lasted for about
three weeks and ended with the resignation of Lobo editor Marcy
McKinley.
Harold Bailey, fonncr coordinator of Afro American studies, was
awarded $147,500 in compensatory
and punitive damages from UNM,
ex-president Davis, and administrative vice president Marvin
"Swede" Johnson. An appeal was
expected in the c;Jse which charged
that Bailey's civil rights were denied
when he was fired from the University in mid-1 980.

Growing pains affect learning quality
for students in Engineering College
By Robert Wood
Even though three of its departments have just been cited by the
Chronicle of Education for their
high quality, Dean Ger;dd May says
the "unprecedented growth" .in the
College of Engineering has caused a
"great deal of discomfort."
The college is trying to do more
with the same amount of resources,
and in doing so the quality of education inevitably suffers, according to
May.
Three departments -civil, electrical and mechanical - were cited
by the Chronical of Higher Education evaluating engineering programs. May said the study only reviewed four departments in each
university, and they didn't even look
at our University's nuclear program.
May said he was pleased to see the
recognition which the college hasn't
generally received despite its high
quality.
The most growth in the college
was experienced in the Electrical
Engineering and Computer Science
departments, May s.aid.
Because the space situation is
quite tight, May said the college was
very excited about the proposed
complex which would house Electrical and Computer Engineering
and the Engineering/Science library. The building has top priority
with the University administration
and May said he expected it to be
recommended by the Board of Educational Finance. He said he hopes
the legislature will see fit to fund the
new building.
The complex would include upto-date laboratories and house the
entire Electrical Engineering department under one roof for the first time
in more than one decade. The space
cleared out of Tapy Hall would he

used to expand the computer facilities, May said,
The associate degree program in
Electrical Technology has moved
into its new location and the laboratories remodeled for its use are
finished and will be in use next
semester, he said,
May said he was pleased that both
gubernatorial candidates were aware
of the link between the University
and high technology. Governorelect Toney Anaya realizes that in
order to create jobs in the state,
which was the thrust of his campaign, he would have to supplement
the high tech industry, May said.
"We agree very strongly," he
added.
Regarding the UNM presidential
search May said, "Whoever is
chosen, we need to close ranks and
move forward."
May said he sincerely felt that
Perovich has been doing a "super
job" and has the college's support.
"I'm disappointed in the publicity surrounding the decision but you
can't please everyone," he said.
May said projections for supply
and demand in engineering suggest
continued growth through the
1980s. He said to meet the demand
for electrical and computer engineers universities would have to
double their production every year
for the next five years.
A strong university is only one
major resource looked at when considering whether a community can
support clean high tech industry, he
said. Skilled labor and a favorable
ta)( climate, as well as transportation
are also considered.
Albuquerque has spent 20 years
"dithering" over how to treat the
West Mesa, May said. The lack of
access across the Rio Grande is
short-sighted and the kind of thing

Ranking 20th nationally in the
UP/ coaches poll and winning a record .10 games failed to put the Lobo
football team in a bowl game this
year.
Even a winni.1g season, with no
bowl bid, couldn't keep Lobo foot~
bal/ coach Joe Morrison in town.
UNM lost Morrison to the University of South Carolina which offered
him the head coaching job there.
UNM's defensive coordinator Joe
Lee Dunn snagged the head
coaching job and has already made
plans for the Lobos' 1983 season.

prices on many items
m·e greatly reduced
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May said we should "teach our
children to cope with change." It
took three million years to invent
crude knifes and. spears and there
was virtually no change in one generation, except maybe in living locations and diet. What we teach now is
obsolete in 10 years, he said.
We must also be aware of the
problems of social dislocation and
frustration that stem from this pace
of development, he said. On an individual basis, the inability to cope
could lead to mental illness.
The stratification of society into
highly-skilled technocrats and the
uneducated masses is another concern that needs attention, May said.

There's strength in numbers,
but only if we .work together.
According to the Baha'i faith, "The supreme need of humanity
is cooperation and reciprocity "

For more information. write Baha'i Faith, PO Box !4fi(i,
Las Vegas, NM 87701 or call collect 505-425-36f\H

ORTHODOX COMMUNITY

We know how much a long distance call can mean to
you, and to someone special who's far away. That's
why we want to give you some timely news for making long distance calls.
During our special discount periods, you can save
up to 60% on direct-dialed calls made without operator assistance. All it takes is a little planning. So you
can put time on your side with these discount rates:
Weeknights and Sunday, 5 p.m. to 11 p.m.save 35% on intrastate calls and 40%
on interstate calls.
Every night, 11 p.m. to 8 a.m.-save 60%
Weekends, 11 p.m. Friday thru 5 p.m.
Sunday-save 60% (Discount periods do
not apply to Alaska and Hawaii.)
Plan ahead and pick one of our good times to save
for a long talk. And use your phone to stay close to
the people who matter.

Shuttling in the Sands

Jeff Ale)(ander

large selection of
Kung Fu, Karate
Training Eqltipment,
Uniforms & Books

To save on
long distan.··ce call~ put
time on.your sioe.

Winning and losing

CLOCKWISE FROM TOP: Space exploration put New
Mexico on the map technologically with the tanding of
the shuttle at White Sands in April.
TONEY ANAYA became the highest ranking Hispanic
officeholder in the U.S. with his election as New Mexico
governor.
PRESIDENT TURNS UP: President Reagan's help wasn't
enough to put Republican candidates over the top when
he breezed through the state in October prior to the
elections.
MINORITY RANKS closed to protest an editorial in the
Daily Lobo called racist by a coalition of minority groups,
leading to the resignation of editor Marcy McKinley.

companies look at when relocating,
he said. He said two bridges across
the river would still be inadequate to
releave the overstress on Corrales
bridge.
People will be "working smarter,
not harder" in the future, May said.
He said the computer is a tool for
expanding brain power just as the
crowbar and the car expanded muscle power.
He said computer simulations arc
being used that we couldn't dream of
doing 10 years ago. Computers are
now capable of doing 100 million
operations in one second. He said
the computer ultimately will not replace the brain because creativity
can't be built into the computer.

Chinese Culture Center

The Space Shuttle Columbia
cruised into New Mexico's White
Sands Missile Range in April after
high winds in the California area
prohibited it from landing there.

Forthewayyou live.
@
Mountain Bell

ANOTtiER SPACE was filled • at least temporarily w with
the appointment of John Perovich after a lengthy and
confusing search process failed to turn up the right
candidate for UNIIII president.
RANKING 20th NATIONALLY: The UPI coaches poll and
winning a record 10 games failed to putthe Lobo football
team in a bowl game.

•
•
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Now you can wear soft
contact lenses without
sacrificing comfort.

Sandia Vision Clinic P.C.
Dr. Dwight Thibodeaux and Dr. Robert H. Quick
(Optometrists)

By Appointment Only
1020-A Eubank NE
298-2020

4302 Central Ave. SE
268-2200

if no answer call
298-2020

Pryor movie the year's best

Music dept. proud of '82

Eddie Tafoya

Wren l'riiPP

In a way, 1982 wasn't such a bad
year for movies - this year had its
high points and its low points; and as
every year in cinema history, 1982
had its overglorified trash and its
underglorified masterpieces. We
went from old concepts like a heart.
stealing puppet and re-done
Shakespeare, to more bizarre sub·
jects like a two-ho\lr·long conversation between two New York loonytunes, and~ just in under the
wire- we had an expansion of the
surrealistic abs\lrdity of "Air·
plane,"
On the basis of artisty and their
way of evoking emotion or stimulating the intellect, my non-existent
awards will go to three movies that
in 20 years will be indicative of the
best art of 1982.
Number One
Richard Pryor- Live on the
Sunset Strip. It is about time that this
black prince of comedy exposed his
solo act again - it is something to
be seen, In his first concert movie we
got a taste of what was running
through Richard Pryor's head and
we saw comic inventiveness at its
best. But in this film a more mature
comedian walked on stage. Richard
Pryor was as inventive as ever, using
animal personifications to illustrate
his recent trip to Africa, where the
first black person stood up and said,
"Hey, where am I? And how do I get
to Detroit?"
And Pryor took us through his
accident from two years ago and he
gave us an explanation:
"Now all my friends know that I
like to have milk and cookies before
I go to bed . . . I mixed the pasteu·
rizcd milk with the homogenized

The Department of Music. presented and hosted many talented
personalities, Department Chairman
Peter L, Ciurczak said.
"We had talent running in here
every minute, Every semester has its
highlights," Ciruczak said.
Talent searches collected the public's interest this fall. Scouts from
Opryland in Nashville, Tennessee
drew hundreds of musicians and performers to audition for a chance to
live and work in the home of country
music. The nation-wide talent
search continued to other cities in
the west.
In October, four members of the
University Marching Band were
selected to play with a national col·
legiate band at the opening ceremonies of Walt Disney's Epcot Center. UNM music students Larry Hill,
Cara Moore, Roger Novak and Jeff
Garcia received an all-expense-paid
trip to the Experimental Prototype
Community ofTommorow in Orlando, Florida.
While music students traveled,
teachers visited the campus. The
UNM Department of Music,
through the Center for United
States-China Arts Exchange
hosted three violin teachers from the
Republic of China. Albuquerque

milk, stuck in a cookie - and the
shit blew up."
For the most part, this movie,
from start to finish, was non-stop
laughter, His marriage, his trip to
Africa, his cocaine accident, all
seemed to temper and enhance his
point of view. The only moment
when the audience wasn't laughing
was when he told of how he realized
the wretchedness of the word
"nigger."
In the tradition of Lenny Bruce,
Groucho Marx, and Charlie Chaplain, our generation is blessed with
the phenomenon called Richard

Pryor. "Live on the Sunset Strip"
proves that he is the best and most
important comic of the decade.

My Dinner With Andre - Andre
Gregory and Wallace Shawn shine
in this movie that is merely a dinnertime conversation between the two
men. Director Louis Malle is ingenious with the otherwise static situation, and the graphic script (which
was taken from hundreds of hours of
conversations between Gregory and
Shawn) stimulates your imagination
so that the pictures in your head
continued on page 13

was chosen as one of a few cultural
centers to enjoy the instruction, discussion and lectures of the three
violinists. Yu Lina, Ding Zhinuo
and !fuang Xiazhi visited UNM on
their tour of American conservatories.
Two programs produced at
KRWG-TV in Las Cruces featuring
four UNM music faculty were
selected to be distributed to over 296
PBS stations across the country.
Soprano Donna McRae and tenor
Robert Grayson performed for the
OPUS 22 series. Rita Angel accompanied McRae and Grayson on the
December 5 broadcast. Music faculty member Leonard Felberg performed on violin for the series
broadcast on Novemeber 7. Arlette
Fe! berg accompanied her husband at
the piano . .
The instrument is the largest
three-manual organ in the state and
was designed by Walter Holtkamp.
The organ design is said to have had
a significant influence on organ
building throughout North America.
Finally, The UNM Department of
Music hosted !he ZIA Marching
Band Fiesta. High school marching
bands from New Mexico and Texas
gathered in November for largest
festival of its kind in New Mexico.
The bands competed at University
Stadium.

Pryor-----continued from page 12
work with the pictures on the screen.
"My Dinner With Andre" is a
powerful and engrossing film that is
full of comedy, philosophy and social comments, works on many
levels and is one of those works of
art that will only work one time.

Sorry Steven, "E.T." is a good
film but doesn't have the artistry or
sincerity of "Garp," "Live On the
Sunset Strip," or "My Dinner With
Andre"- these three films are the
ones to be remembered.

Number Three
The World According to Gorp.

r--EXPERIENCE
AIR FORCE
NURSING.

Buy One Order of Chicken
McNuggets and Get an
Order of
Chicken McNuggets FREE

AIR FORCE NURSING ECP
You could be one of the senior nursing students

i

selected for the U.S. Aif Force Early COmmissioning
Program (ECP). When selected, you'll be commissioned priorto taking your state board examination. As
a newly commissioned nurse you will attend a five
month Internship at a major Air Force medical facility
and have a head start in assuming the leadership responsibmties of an Air Fotce Officer. AIM HIGH I Accept
the job and challenge of the Air Force Nurse COrps. For
additional information contact:

I
I

TSgt. Derral Moyer
(505) 292-3642 (Collect)

John Irving's mediocre novel turned
into one of the most inspiring
movies of the year. This film featured Robin Williams in the title role
and Mary beth Hurt as the Mrs. Con·
tained in this movie is an undertow
of social comments that reflects on
the present and incoming genera·
tions, and the whole feeling of the
movie is textured witfi charming and
bizarre optomism and naivete.
And what about "E. T. "?Well,
you can't recap the movies of the
year and not mention something about Mr•. Spielburg. But with this
Jove affair between a boy and a way- .
ward extra-terrestrial, we saw the
same kind of saccharine sensationalism that has been•invading screens
since the invention of the television.
With this movie, Spielburg played
the audience like a fiddle, killing the
little puppet just so he could bring
him back to life and then send him
away.
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ne arts dept. offers
experiencing experience 11

Orchestra hosts
New Year's gala
This New Year's Eve the New
Mexico Symphony Orchestra will
hostaNewYear'sEveConcertGala
beginning at 8 p.m. in the Ballroom
of the Convention Center.

ATTENTION
HEALTH PROFESSION
MAJORS
The Navy is seeking applicants for positions in the following:
• Medical School Scholarships Pre-Med Seniors Only
• Medical Service Corps Health Care Administration
Industrial Hygiene
Business Administration
• Nurse Corps - BSN
Join a very special team who enjoy a career with fine opportunities for growth and development. Full range of duty assignments. Overseas travel. Specialties such as operating room
management, anesthesiology, family practice, pediatrics and
gynecology. Continued education and specialization opportunities. Up to $31 ,500 in 4 years. Excellent benefits. 30-days
paid vacation annually.
For more Information
call 766-3895.

An elegant evening of dancing
and superb cuisine, the NMSO,
Maestro Yoshimi Takeda, Conductor, will perfonn a pops concert of
lighthearted musical fare. The program, inspired by the traditional
Viennese New Year's Eve Concert,
will feature waltzes and polkas by
Johann Strauss, Aram Khachaturian's "Masquerade" Suite and
Sieczynski's "Vienna, City of My
Dreams." Guest soloist for the
evening is Miss Maralin Niska, a
well-known soprano who now lives
in Santa Fe.
Tickets are $75 for a couple, $40
each for individual reservations, and
are available at the NMSO Box
Office, 220 Gold, SW; Popejoy
1-lall, UNM; Bob Farley Music Center, 3707 Eubank, NE; and White
Oak Bookshop, Corrales Center.
Table reservations will be assigned
only at the NMSO Box Office, 8428565.

Jock Itch? Athlete's Foot?
If you think you have problems with the above, you may be evaluated at no charge
for possible inclusion in a study to compare dmg effectiveness. The study runs
two weeks and treatment will be provided at no charge.
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For information call
Dr. Becker or
Dr. Tschen at
277-4757
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COYOTE GOES HOLLYWOOD: Artist Harry Fonesca created
this award-winning poster for the "American Indian Image On
Film" symposium held last February.

UNM poster wins prize
A poster of the mythical Indian
character Coyote, used to advertise a
symposium at the University of New
Mexico earlier this year, has won
second place in a competition at the
Chicago International Film Festival.

Artist 1-larry Fonesca, a Maidu In·
dian who has since moved back to
California, created the poster for the
''American Indian Image on Film,''
symposium sponsored by UNM Native American Studies last February.
The poster depicts Coyote in the
brightly colored clothes of an Arabian Sheik, wearing turquoise and
silver jewelry and a flowing cape. In
the backround .is an Indian pueblo
decorated wih palm trees and
camels. Spotlights against a starry
sky complete the picture of Coyote's
Hollywood debut.
"As jar as I know," this is the
first time anything connected wih
the Universuty had produced such
an art-quality poster," said Native
American Studies Director Ted Jojola.

TYPING
24hr. SERVICE
IBM SELECTRIC
Binding
Passport Photos
2312 Cenlnl S.E.

AC:ron From PopeJoy Hall
Mon.-Fri. 8:30-8:30
s.t. 1D-5
255-11673

PUZZLED?
Residence Halls are the answer.

convenient,
ail-in-one storage box
_,//~
~l2tl oz Liquifilm w_e.tti.ng Soluti~-n
. ..
-_ :.:::-- ~
4fl oz Clean-N-Soak
.
,_..,... '' -~ ::;;:~
1/:<fl oz LC-65 Daily_ Contact
0: , - - · -.. · -,._:" ', ~Lens Cleaner
~
-.• ·
L~ns storage case
'7ii;;;l
M1rror _

I

(?05) 147·056+

f"INt VINTAGE: ClOTHING

CASEY OPTICAL
•

Clean-N-Stow®
1I Prep
Pakn~

We want to be central in your
s.olution. Space is available for
Spring Semester. Contact
HOUSING RESERVATIONS •
201 LA POSADA • 277-2606.

--Residence Halls--

Divorces (Uncontested) ... , .. , .$99
Bankruptcy, , ................$249
Name Changes .... ., ......... $95
D.W.I. (Initial Offense), .••.•••.$149

Full Legal Services
Fees Quoted Without
Court Cost
Suaan Scarborough, AHomev·At-l.aw ·

ALBUQUERQUE
LAW CLINIC

842·1362
901 Lomas NW

For the local community, it's the
best entertainment/education deal in
town.
For U11iverstity of New Mexico
students it's an enjoyable way to
earn two or three hours of college
credit.
UNM's College of Fina Arts is
introducing a new course this spring
called "Experiencing the Arts."
With meetings once a week for 15
weeks, the class combines entertainment - attending fine arts shows
and events - with e!lucation hearing the insights of experts on
the show's subject. The class is
scheduled to meet from 6:30 to 8
p.m. on Thursdays, before most
University performances, and is
structured as a variable credit
offering.
Students can choose to earn two
or three credit hours toward their
graduations requirements. Anyone
who wishes to audit the course on a
non-degreebasis can do so for a total
of about $45 - a fee of $32 for one
college hour and about $13 for all
arts events through the class group
discount.
So that class members can fully
appreciate and enjoy the plays,
dances, concerts, art exhibitions and
films they will be seeing, UNM
faculty and staff members will share
their understanding and knowledge
of each art fonn.
Merideth Paxton, a Ph. D. candidate in art history and a Fulbright
scholarship recipient, has been responsible for planning the course
which she says stemmed from "an
idea which has been floating among
the College of Fine Arts for a few
years."
This past July, Paxton was able to
begin making that idea a reality
when she was awarded one of the
five grants by the Univerisity Challenge Assitantship program, which
is sponsored by UNM's graduate
school. In its first year, the program

is intended to encourage innovative
and creative approaches to education by graduate assistants.
Paxton, who earned her bachelor's and master's degrees from
UNM, says "there's a great deal of
enthusiam" for the course and en.
couraged interested persons toregister early.
A tentative lecture schedule includes the following sessions:
-UNM Associate Professor of
Theatre James Linnell will discuss
"La Cantina del Ia Muerta," the
bilingual play btl wrote and directed
during the fall semester. The show
will be revived in January.
-Music department Chainnan Peter Ciurczak will share his insights
on a February jazz concert. And
artist Clinton Adams, who is director of the Tamarind Institute of
Lithography, former dean of
UNM's College of Fine Arts and the
Art Administrator of the Year for the
National Coucil of Art Administrators, will lecture in April on color
lithography.
For registration infonnation, contact UNM 's College of Fina Arts or
Admission's Office.
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Regular $15.99 Value

SALE
(Limit 2 per cu. s_t.om. er)

$4.99

6
2 5 -88_ 46

4306 Lomas N t
lomas Blvd at Woshlngton
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HOURS
Mon·Frl 8:30·6:30
Saturday 10·5

Close to UNM

2312 Central S.E.
Across from Popejoy Hall
255-9673

COPIESCOPIESCOPIES
COPIESCOPIESCOPIES
FREE Collation.

TERM PAPERS··RESUMES
THESES-LETTERS··LEGALS
EDITING SERVICE
ALL STYLES OF TYPING
O,VERNITE SERVICE

5¢

TYPING
10% OFF
IBM SELECTRIC II

WITH THIS AD--GOOD THRU 12-15-82
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1983 PEnTJ.ISTJ.IR 0 'CHl-llbEnGE

Contest begins
The Friends of the· Indian Pueblo
Cultural Center, 2401 12th St. NW,
are holding their fourth annual Children's Poster Contest. The subject
this year is "I'm Proud I'm Indian."
Any Indian school child is eligible to
enter.
The posters- will be hung at the
center on Wednesday, Dec. 15, and
will remain on exhibit through the
holiday season. They will be judged
on that day at 2 p.m. by judges Jean
Mabry, Helen Hardin, Tudor
Marks, Bernie Fernandez and Teo
Tafoya.
There will be a special prize for
the best in the contest and a first,
second and third in each of the following categories: first through fifth
grades, sixth. through eighth grades,
and high school. In addition, each
student who has submitted a poster
will be awarded a certificate.
For further infonnation, contact
Art Payne at 299-5354.

I
I
I

O.K.

THERE
ARE
STilL
FOUR
UNSO ED
RID LES
IN
THE
1983
PENTASTAR
CHALLENGE
CALENDAR.

SMARn
PANTS.

YOU
GOT
ONE.

A chance lor you to win ucholanhlp, Plymouth Turl•moand more.
If you thought The New Chrysler Corporation was something
different irom other car makers, you're right. We've developed the
"Pentastar Challenge" as a small, but deserving tribute to American
Ingenuity and Intelligence.
1111 Riddles. The challenges in the calendar are intellectual ones.
Within the story and Illustrations, we've woven an intricate pattern
of clues In different areas of academics; Math, Computer Science,
Chemistry, Literature and recently a pair of smarty pants solved our
filth category, Music.

'nle Righi RelponM. Darryl Koch of the University of Michigan and
Kevin Williams from Notre Dame correctly deciphered the clues in
the calendar and sent the Diatonic (C Major) music scale on a piece
of white paper with the entry postmarked on a full moon. They will
share the cash rewards, and each get the use of a new Chrysler
product because their answers were simultaneously received.
T'he Reward. li you are the first to have solved any one of the four
remaining riddles, you'll be awarded a $5,000 scholarship, a $5,000
cash grant to your Schoof, your choice of a 1983 Turismo or Charger

to drive for a year and a gold Pentastar Medallion. There are also 100
second place prizes of silver medallions. The official rules are on
the back of the calendar.
The Ru1011. We think you'll enjoy the Pentastar Challenge
Calendar because it's funclional, attractive and entertaining. You
might ask ''Is Chrysler getting out of the car business and into the
calendar business?" No .. But at $4.98 maybe you'll be impressed
with Chrysler enough to someday look at our cars. For us, that's
the challenge.
The 1983 Penlllalllr Challenge Calendar Ia on nle now at your
college book store. Or Hnd $4.98 plus $1.52 poallgeand handling
($6.50 per copy) In check or money order to: Penllalllr Challenge,
322 s. Main St., Ropl Oak, Ml48067. Allow 3-Sweek• for delivery.

OTHE
NEW CHRYSLER
CORPORATION
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Another Great Offer From

....-:::.;., P.utt·Putt Gplf 8 Games® ...~'-':...
UNM Student Special!

I

Purchase $5.00 worth of
1
Putt-Putt Golf & Games Tokens
I
1 and receive 20 tokens absolutely FREE!
1
limit one coupon per person per day.
1
·I
Expires 12·15-82
1
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NEWS LAND
BOOKSTORE

By Steve King
In this world of the weight
machines and computerized training
techniques, athletes have become
bigger, stronger and faster.
Therefore there are more good
ones to go around, and with the new
scholarship rules, more colleges can
get more top quality people to man
their huddles and sidelines.

COMPUTER MAGAZINES: Analog, Antic, Apple
Orchard, Byte, Compute, Computer Gaming World,
Computers '83, Compu Kids, Creative Computing, Desktop Computing, Dr. Dobbs Journal, High Technology,
Interface Age, Micro, Microcomputing, Microsystems,
PC, Personal Computing, Robotics age, Softside, Sottalk, Sync., Technology Review, 80 Micro.

•.

CHILDREN'S BOOKS
1983 CALENDARS
LARGE BOOK SELECTION
REDUCED PRICES ON GIFT BOOKS
9AM-9PM, EVERY DAY
2112 Central SE

UNM is known for its basketball,
so football in Loboland has had to
take a backseat. But things have
• taken on a new look in the Lobo
football camp, and they are definitely for the better. In 1982, UNM still
had pretty much the same material to
·work with as in the past, but the

coaching staff was a little different.
Joe Morrison came to Albuquerque almost three years ago. Athletic
Director John Bridgers was in his
transitional period and needed a new
football coach. Monison had a good
coaching record at the University of
Tennessee at Chattanoog;~ and carried them to three league championships and had them among the
nation's leaders in total offense.
In the 1980 season, and m his first
game as head coach at UNM, his
Lobos beat Brigham Young, as his
small-but-mighty defense stymied
the usually potent Brigham Young
passing offense. That night was a
sign of things to come.
Morrison came from UT-C with
his defensive coordinator Joe Lee
Dunn. Dunn is the master of a blitzing and stunting defense, which has
made up for the unit's lack of size .•
There's a lot of t11lent in the Jimmie
Carters, Ray Hornfecks and Johnny
Jacksons of the Lobo defense, but
not enough to make UNM a conference contender.
Morrison came west without the
man who made his Moccasins the
offensive success they were (and
still are I might add). The man was

Put· a Ht,rtz Car
under your tree
for just $}899 a day.*

*When you reiit for 3 days or more you get this rate
on a subcompact from December 16th through January 3rd.
Car Class

Daily Rates
*3 Day Minimum

Weekly Rate
6 Day min.
7th Day Free

Standard Shift

Subcompacl
Subcompact
Compact

$18.99
20.99
22.99

$113.94
125.94

137.94
Hertz has a price that can put
24.99 149.94
Mid-size
.Albuquerque locations. Gas is
you in the holiday spirit. We'll
173.94
28.99
Full size
not included. If you don't regive you a fuel-efficient stand•
•Ccriain minimum Dmily Requireinerits
·turn
your car to your rental
ard·shift subcompact like the
may alsb apply. Cnll ror detaOs.
location, or if you keep it beFord Escort for just $18.99 a
yond January 3rd, additional
day, when you rent for a minimum of three days.And we also have low daily rates drop-otT or rental charges may apply. Cars are subject to
on larger cars. But a great price isn't the only gift you availability, so plan ahead and make reservations by
get from Hertz. Because no matter how far you drive, calling Hertz at 1-800-654·3131. Because at these prices,
you get unlimited mileage. These Economy FaresrM are our cars may go faster than evergreens on Christmas
·
non-discountable, and they're available at all our Eve.

..'

Frank Sadler, who helped guide UT,
C to a 40-12-3 fecord in his five
years there.
Sadler brought in the veer
offense, which was made famous by
University of Houston mentor Bill
Yeoman. Sadler felt that it would
some time for the players to get
used to it, but once they did things
would look up.
He was right, the Lobo offense
had great sur.cess on the ground and
in the air against Wyoming in the
1982 season opener. The Lobos
racked up 41 points and knocked the
Cowboys out of the conference race
in a hurry.
UNM ·then came home to face
Texas Tech is what was going to be
another test for tbe Lobos. The Red
Raiders, namely running back
Anthony Hutchison and AllAmerican nose tackle Gabriel
Rivera, have always been super
tough on the Lobos.
UNM hadn't beaten Tech since
1971, but the Lobos of 1982 beat
them 14-0. Lobo quarterback David
Osborn hit receiver Keith MaGee
twice in the second quarter for
scores and that was all UNM
needed. Dunn's defense stopped
Hutchison cold and the revitalized
Lobo offensive line put a leash
Rivera.
The high-powered Nevada-Las
Vegas Rebels came to Albuquerque
to produce what should have been a
great offensive show. It was, but
UNM came away as the top bill, as
they put 49 points on the board,
while the Rebs could only l'nuster
21.
The Lobos were 3-0 at this point
and were starting to get noticed.
CBS decided to give UNM a shot at
the big time by televising the UNMAir Force showdown. The Falcon'
wishbone attack, matched against a
Lobo veer offense which had given
aid to the already stellar UNM defense.
The Lobos outshined the Falcons,
49-37, as the two teams went toe to
tile. Everylime AFA would score,
the Lobos would come right back.
By this time, the 4·0 Lobo offense
was clicking.
That game set the stage for the
BYU-UNM clash set for the following week. CBS picked up on it and
showed it thoughout the Rocky
Mountain states, A .record crowd of
over 31 ,000 fans showed up to root
the now popular Lobos on.

take

The first half was a dilly, as the
Lobos out!lluscled the much bigger
Cougars. UNM led 12-7 and were
giving the sellout crowd and the TV
audience their money's worth.
Things broke down in the second
half, however, and BYU scored 33
unanswered points.
At this point, the Lobo teams in
' the past would have folded up and
died, but not this one. UNM cameback the next week and beat San
Diego State in San Diego and then

Terrific Stocking Stuffer for Success

-~

Patterson, Colter and fouls
guide Aggies past 4-1 Lobos
By Steve King
LAS CRUCES - The guard play
of Aggies Ernest Patterson and
Steve Colter led New Mexico State
to a I 01-86 win over the previously
unbeaten New Mexico Lobos,
Saturday night at the Pan American
Center in Las Cruces.
A jubilant crowd of 12,419 Ag'
followers were highly entertained by
Patterson, who set a NMSU record
for free throws attempted and made,
and joined the elite Aggieland 40plus club by scoring a career-high 42
points.
,
Patterson hit 12-of-16 from the
field and 18-of-20 from the free
throw line whil~; pulling down 10
rebounds and dishing out five
assists. Colter guided the Aggies
through the usually tough Lobo
pres's and scored 18 points and added
five assists.
.
NMSU led throughout, as Colter
and Patterson weaved their way past
and over the UNM press, and marched relentlessly to the charity
stripe. The Lobos trailed 42,32 at
the half and found the second half
even more dismal.
Carvin Blocker, Phil Smith and
Tim Garrett helped close the gap to
six points with 15:4 I left in the
game. Blocker and Michael Johnson
canned back·to-backjumpers to pull
the fiesty Lobos to within three at
50-47.

A Colter 20-footer, Gil Williams'
tip in. and a pair of freebies by Frank
Rodriguez, put the Ags back in command at 56-47. The Lobo transition
game got the Pack hack in contention at 6Q,55, before the roof caved
in.
The Aggies scored 12 unanswered points to lead by 19, 7657, at the 6:25 mark. The skein was
c.apped by a one~hand jam by Wilhams that put the Aggie fans in
ecstacy. Smith almost singlehandedly kept NMSU from running
~way by scoring 23 of his 25 points
m the second half. Many were of his
typ~cal, Fred Astaire dance troup
vanety .
The Aggies won the game at the
free throw line as they shot 50
freebies and made 37, compared to
the 14-c;>f-22 showing by the visitors. UNM made 36 field goals to 32
forNMSU.
Garrett was UNM's other doubledigit with a team-high 26 markers.
Starters Don Brkovich, George
Scott and Michael Johnson combined for seven points with the latter
scoring four. Scott and Brkovich
were UNM's two leading scorers
going into the game, but they
hooked up to go a poor 0-for-5 from
the field.
The Lobos were whistled for 34
fouls, including technicals on Coach
Gary Colson and a flagrant foul on

~.I. Drake,, which led to his ejec-

tiOn. Drake s elbow found its way
into the face of Patterson, midway
through the second half, causing his
hasty removal.
The 4-1 Lobos will be on the road
for their next two outings, as they
travel to Ogden, Utah for a showdown with Weber State, Saturday
ni~,:ht and then to Long Beach State,
Monday.
UNM will return Dec. 23 to play
NMSU in the Pit.
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• Can lncraase reading speed 2-7 times
according 10 dlfflc~IIY of malerlals.
• Retain and recall more of what you've read.
<1 New Improved Speed
course designed lor
today'a aludenls,
I and business. parsons.

SPEND
TIME
TO SAVE
TIME!

C1ll D1ys, Ennfnr• orWttklnda

torllotatlo

127 Jefferson N.E.
265-2524
Stanley H. Kaplan 8roakthl0ugh In Rapid Reading
TEST PREPo\RAnON SPECIAUSTS SINCE 11138

Coors salutes the
Intramural Team
of the Month!
Llc#NMSCC22001

Service to Taos Ski Valley
Daily Round Trip
$15.65

One Way SeiVice

'$10.45

Depam 6 Arrives From Yale 6 Lomas Top Dog
Group rates are available
reservCiflons are encouraged.

292-6622

BOOT SALE
Dingo Now $49.95

F.RY~

COURT COST ADDITIONAL
NO CHARGE OR OBUGA liON
FOR INITIAL CONSULT AliON
......,
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C<nrered
'IIV"a.g on
Indian Jewelry
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Hertz rents Fords nnd other fine cars.
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UNCONTESTED
DIVORCE: $75

Maker~t of Handmade

# 1 For Everyone.
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Men's &: Women's
Now As Low As

$79.95
(Reg. $120.00)

The Maggots: Intramural Soccer
Lto R
Nell Cobb, Farbod Kla, Rlgo Hernanciez, Luke George, Charles Reith, Shelton Neckles, Paul
Gerrish, Georges E. Theodore. Not pictured: Klnathla Marlakl, Bob Poaster.

ZODIAC BOOTS
Now In Stock

DISTRIBUTED BY

THECATS

MEOJJI

THE MALOOF COMPANIES

SEtiJNDHAND CJ.OrHES
NEW~ USED
far

"The House That Quality Built"

rite FANJLY

Albuquerque

New Mexico
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SCHEDULE

MIMBRES DESIGN CALENDAR
UNM Bookstore

Lobos-------------------------

The UNM Olympic pool and
Johnson Gym will be open on a
limited schedu.le during the
semester break.
For the following dates, the
Olympic pool will be open on a
split schedule, 11:00 a.m, to 2
p.m. and 5 to 7:45p.m. Dec. 20
to 22 and Dec. 27 to 29, l\nd Jan.
3to7 and Jan. !Oto 14. Hours for
the one weekend the pool will be
opeu, Jan. 15 to 16, are Saturday,
11 a.m. to 4;45 p.m., and Sunday, noon to 4:45p.m.
Weekday hours for Johnson
Gym are noon to 8 p.m., Dec. 20
to22andDec.27to29only, The
auxiliary gym will be open noon
to 8 p.m., Jan. 3 to 7 and Jan. 10
to 14. Weekend hours for the au,.
xiliary gym will be Jan, 15, 11
a.m. to 4:45p.m. and Jan. 16.,
nopn to 4:45 p.m.
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Joe CavareHa

SOARIN' Lobo Carvin Blocker (22} skies above the crowd for
two. The Lobos lost to NMSU 101-86 Saturday night in Las
Cruces.

II

FUTURE COLLEGE
GRADUATES

Do you like
coffee?
Let me pour
you a cup
for 5¢
or with a
purchase FREEl
- See details
bel.ow.

We Serve
Homemade Pastrlesl .
Doughnut Holes ............... 5¢
Cake Doughnuts ••••••••.••••• 20¢
Glazed Doughnuts ••.••••••••• 25¢
sweet Rolla, Bear Claws,
Maple Bars, Jelly-filled
Doughnuts •••••••••••••••• , .35¢
Chocolate Chip, Sugar, Oatmeal
Cookies ..................... 22¢
Small Brownies••••••••••••••• 25¢
Large Brownies . , •••• , , •••••• 35¢

That's right! At New Mexico Union Food Service We've rolled coffee prices back
to S~·or FREE with any food purchase-before Bam and after 4pm •. So come to the
Union this Fall Semester and enjoy FR.EE coffee with a meal or your.favorlte
snack, during these special times. Offer valid only for students, faculty and staff
of UNM.

UN.M

GOOD!

New Mexico union Food.Service

ATTENTION

The Department of the Navy is now accepting applications for
entry-level management positions. _Qualified indi~i~uals will
be guaranteed appointment to a pa1d 16-w~ek. trammg ~rog·
ram and assignment to management dut1es 1n operat1ons,
personnel, finance, logistics and communications. Starting
salary $20;000 after training with guaran.tee~ ra!ses to
$31 ,000 in four years. Requirements for apphcat1ons ~~~lude
BS/BA degree (any major), 19·31 years old, U.S. c1t1zen,
willing to relocate and qualification test.
Call Naval Officer Programs
at 766-3895 for more Information.

continued from page 16
c~;~me home to clobber NMSU, 6614, the following week,
The 6-1 Lobos were about due for
a letdown, and having to travel to
Denton, Texas to pl01y a 1-6 North
Texas State team was nothing to
really get up for. UNM sucked it up
in the last minute to beat the Mean
Green, 20-17.
With a 7-1. record going into the
road game with Texas-El Paso, the
Lobos had done a complete somersault as far as their record goes,
their offense was in the top-1 0 in the
nation in rushing and scoring and the
Lobo defense was among the stingiest in the country when it comes to
rushing defense.
It took the Lobo offense a little
time to get warmed up, but once
Osborn hooked up with Lane for a
55-yard scoring pass, the Lobos
were virtually unstoppable. UNM
won 31-18, setting the stage for
another must-win situation.
The Colorado State University
Rams were another passing team,
and for three quarters Teny Nugent
and Jeff Raikes were hogging the
glory. Nugent and Raikes connected
for bombs of 54 and 65 yards to help
the Rams maintain a 17-8 lead heading into the fourth quarter.
While the UNM offense sputtered, the Lobo defense held its
own, with the exception of those two
aforementioned plays. All·
American linebacker Johnny Jackson saved his best for the last as he
tipped a Nugent pass into the hands
of reserve free safety Steve Sauter,
who weaved his way into the endzone and put the Lobos back in
contention .
On the next series, Jackson hammered Nugent, causing a fumble
which was recovered by AI Greenwood at the Ram two-yard line.
Osborn scrambled in from there,
giving the Lobos a 22-17lead. UNM
won that battle, 29-24.
During the next week, Jackson
was named WAC player of the
week, Sports Illustrated magazine's
national defensive player of the
week and one of three national players of the week by the Associated
Press. The Lobos also made it onto
United Press International's Top-20
coaches poll for the first time since
1962.
BYU was still standing between
the Lobos and a Holiday Bowl bid.
The Cougars were 6-l in the WAC
with one game left, while UNM was

2219 ~- fi~iilti92.

D.ny
And w·e.tr.rr cru...
Now enrolling

Craulcer, B•ll•t, Jarz
EJ~erc.ist/Ralawadon

bura Brown·Eld•r

Student Directories
are now available:
cost $1.00
On Sale at
UNM Bookstore
&
Student
Information. Center
Complete listing
of students on campus,
and complete phone listings
of departments &
divisions on campus. •

Get Yours Now!
Supply LiDiited!

AG 1t.,\lfMilN"'·
265·7777

• • WF...,.
·~
ARMY·NAVY GOODS
-504 VALES£

hanging in with a 5-1 league mark.
The Lobos were hoping that Utah
could beat the Cougars and they
could stop Hawaii,
But, Utah showed some in-state
loyalty by letting BYU win, 17-12
and gave the' Cougars their seventh
straight WAC tiUe.
Jackson lived up to his big play
capabilities and Mike Carter showed
why he made All-WAC first team
and All.-American. Carter's 43-yard
TD scamper and Jackson's snatchand-run fumble return for a score
gave UNM its tenth win of the year
in the form of a 41-17 drubbing of
the Rainbows.
The 10-1 record made the record
books and Morrison's 1982 Lobos

one of the best teams in UNM history. The team was mistreated by the
bowl committees and by the AP and
UPI polls, as well as their fans.
The Lobos never made the AP
poll, while UPI kept them at number
20 for another week, before dropping them completely the last week.
The fans didn't show up for the last
two games of the season and may
have cost UNM a bowl selection,
Morrison resigned to take a job at
South Carolina and Sadler went with
him. Dunn is now in command of
Lobo football's destiny for a while.
Dunn was pretty much the mastermind behind the Lobo success in the
past three y_ears and should have the
same effect in years to come,

HEALTH PROFESSION
MAJORS
The Navy is seeking applicants for positions in the following:
• Medical School Scholarships Pre-Med Seniors Only
• Medical Service Corps Health Care Administration
Industrial Hygiene
Business Adminis!ration
• Nurse Corps • BSN
Join a very special team who enjoy a career with fine opportu·
nities for growth and development. Full range of duty assign·
ments. Overseas travel. Specia)ties such as operating room
management, anesthesiology, family practice, pediatrics and
gynecology. Continued education and specialization opportunities. Up to $31 ,500 in 4 years. Excellent benefits. 30-days
paid vacation annually.
For more Information
call 766·3895.

LITE .•• IS UKE A
WE CAN'T WAIT TO KNOCK ONE DOWN.
Bubba Smith and Dck Butkus
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REASONABLE/PROFESSIONAL TYPING,
The Next Issue of the Manuscripts,
dissertations, the~is. IBM Selectric IJI,
299-6256 or 299·267 6.
12/13
Daily Lobo will be the TYPING
293-4892.
12/13
back-to-school edition, RESUME PI,US NEW unique service, professional
12/13
~onday, Jan. 10, 1983. results, low prices. Call293·6665.
INSTRUCTION, EQUIPMENT and travel.
Classified deadline is 1 SCUBA
PADI and/or NAUI certification. Ail levels. Cali
Divers. Den 294·1886.
01/19
p.m., Friday, Jan. 7. in
131 Marron Hall.
4. Housing
$1/p~ge.

Alb~querque

FEMALE ROOMMATE WANTED, Nice three·
bedroom house, walking distance to campus. Prefer
graduate student or serious studier. $160 monthly.
256·3451.
12113
FEMAJ,E PREFERRED. THE cost to you would be
$160/mo., utilities Included, For more information,
call Terry 884-4457 before 5 p.m., 294-2630 after 6
p.m.
12/13
WII.L SHARE LOVELY home In Placitas for
semester break or longer. Female, children okay. $15,
utilities Included. 867-2052,
12113
EH'ICIENCY, KITCHEN, BATHHOOM w/tub·
shower, carpeted living room, bedroom w/single bed.
II 25 Girard NE, south of Constitution, north of
Lomas. For appointment, 265-4738.
12113
AVAILAIILE JAN. 1: Two-bedroom townhouse
apt., new carpets und drupes, $300 plus utilities, 293·
5602.
12/13
M/f IIOOMMATE WANTED in co-ed house
beginning lmmedia(ely. Nonsmoker please. Rent Is
$105/month. 266·0613.
12/13
ONE BLOCK •'ROM campus, one-bedroom apt. in
adobe duplex, fir(•place and hardwood floors,
available Jnn. 2. $275 plus utilities and DO. 293-5602.
12/13
••EMALE TRANSFER STUDENT looking for a
male or female roommate with an apartment to share,
walking distance to UNM campus, for Spring '83
semester. Rea.sonable, preferably low rent. Please
write or call collect: Beverly Noriss, 949 Columbus
Ave. H3, New York, New York 10025. (212) 678-4385.
12113
liOUS};: 3·BR, 2 bat11, 313 Harvard SE, $425/mo.
Call Chuck Dambach 881·9700 days, Uob McNeil
294·0438 nights.
12113
SEARCIIING FOR HOUSING? Residence halls are
your an1wer for maximum convenience to campus
comfort and economy in housing and food service.
Space is available for Spring semester, but apply
early! Inquire, La Posada 201, weekdays 9-4. Or call
277·2606
01121
v.BLocK FROM campus, one bedroom, furnished.
Available 12116. 898·0921.
12113
FEMALE ROOMMATE NEEDED. References
required, deposit, ~200 monthly, split utilities. 242·
6660 ewnlngs.
12113
A BLOCK TO UNM and ncar TVJ. Deluxe I br $250,
2 br $310, includes utilities. 141 Columbia SE, 268·
0525.
12113
ONE BR $230. Studio $200 furnlshe<l and utilities
paid. 1218 Copper NE. Four blocks to UNM. 842·
61'/0.
12113
THREE BEDROOM, 1h block from campus.
Available Jan. 1. 898·0921.
12/13
TilE CITADEL-SUPERB location near UNM and
downtown. Bus service every 30 minutes. I bedroom
or efficiency, $250 to $320. All utilities paid. Deluxe
kitchen with dishwasher an4 disposal, recreation
room, swimming pool, TV room and laundry. Adult
couples, no pets. 1520 University NE. 243·2494. tfn
SPECIAL STUDENT APARTMENT. Furnished
efficiencies, a walk from UNM, $179/mo, free heat.
Cail242·2551 or294·4404. 1710 Coal Pl. SE. 01/10
ALL BILLS PAID. Two bedroom near UNM $250.
262·1751, Guaranteed Rentals. IOOs more.
12113
FOR RENT: EFFICIENCY apartment, 1410 Gitard
N.E., $200/mo., for one person, $220/mo. for 2
persons, all utilities paid, S12S security deposit. Fully
furnished•security Jocks and laundry facilities. No
children or pets. Please call before 6:00 in the
evening, 266-8392.
tfn
STUDENT SPECIAL! $50 Three room home. 262·
1751, Guaranteed Rentals. Open 7 days.
12113
Efl"1CIENCY, fURNISHED OR unfurnished,
starting at$130. Beautiful view, nearTVI and UNM.
1313 WellesleySE. 256-7748 8 a.m. toS p.m. 12113
HOUSEMATE WANTED TO share cozy one bdrm.
$190/mo. and V. utilities. N£ area. Call 884-6030
evenings, wknds.
12113
ROOMMATE WANTED TWO-bedroom, utilities
paid, $120 month. Marchello266-1814.
12/13
LARGE HOUSE, CLOSE, heat paid, singles, pets,
SSOO. Large bedroom apts, fireplace downstairs,
utilities paid, negotiable. 842·9683.
12113
RENT ONE-DR condo, $265, utilities paid. Pool and
jacuzzi, close to UNM, 242-5045.
12/13
WALK TO UNM. Cozy one be<lroom in excellent
neighborhood. Hardwood floors, built in shelves.
$200/month, all utilities included. 242-1800 or 2682108.
.
12/13

1. Personals
HAPPY HNAI,S W•;EK Lorll Good luck on your
exams, Sweetie. c.ll.
12113
MICKEY J ., THANKS for being such a sweetheartl
I ove ynl Bur bam.
12113
IMPOR'IlmS OF ALBUQUEIIQUE present
('hristmnl Sale. International goods. Direct prices at
218 Dartmouth Nf. Dec. 17·24. For information 268·
m~
IW3
MARIO, LIVF. IT up while you're still young. Happy
20th Birthday frum Snow.
12113
'I'. H., 'rHANJ(S FOil C.C., F.S., D.A.C.'. and you.
You'rcclus~.l'll ntis~ ya.l.ovc, Mit~h.
12/13
IIIG DECt:MIIF.R SALK Calendars, new books,
Folkwear puttcrns, clothe(, variety of gift items. All
!0·25°/o off through December. The Bookcase, 109
Me;n'>E,247-1102. tues·Snt11·S.
1.2/13
MAZA'I'l.AN SPRINGB!t}:AK,
I'ERFECT
C'hri1tnm~ present. Space filling up fast. 881-1668.
121)3
NAVAJO SI'I·:AKING STUI>ENT needed for brief
interview. $S. Contact Phil at842-6519.
12/13
IIF.AliTIHJI. WOOL SWEATERS from Guernsey,
l'uropc. lmpllrtcd direct for your warmth. Lurgc
( 'hrimua; sclccuon. $40 each. Scott268·9584. 12113
J)AWN, THANKS FOit all of the duck soup. Can't
v.mt 'til next 'ctne,ter. Merry X-mas. Love, B.J.W.
12113
lin: MIXIm IIAG! Take home a care gift of nuts,
.ttird fruit,, gununl bear~ and jelly beans for the
hulida~~. 121 \'ale SE, '·i block south of Central.
12113
IUUJ, ('IU:Ell lll', twenty yean from now it won't
make any dif fcrencc, llub.
12113
DAil.\' l.OBO UESl!Mt;s publication Monday, Jan.
](), 19NJ Datly publication stans when ciasm
rc~unw, Monday, Jan. 17. ('lassifie<l ndveniling rates
remain ut 17 cents per word per day or 12 cents
per word per duy If run f1ve or more consecutive days.
Ill Marron Hull, 271-5656.
12/13
QUIERES APRENDF.R "VERDADER" Espanol?
Nntivo de Espana. Llamame. 266·2264,
12113
PASSPOUT, mENTifiCATION PHOTOS, Fast,
mexpen;ivc, pleasing. Lowest prices In town! Two for
SS, Four for $7. Near UNM. Come to 123 Wellesley
S.E., ("ornerSilver, or call265·1323.
tfn
I'REGNANCV TESTING & counseling. Phone 247·

"•II
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SPEEI>UEAI>ING
COURSE- THE Ideal
Christmas gift for success. Starts Jan. 19. Stanley
Kaplan Center, 265·2524.
12/13
WI~ GOT DISTRIBUTORS. Prescription eyeglass
frames. Greenwich VIllage (Lennon Styles), gold
rimless. SS4.SO (regular S65.00), Pay Less Opticians,
5019 Menaul N.E .. across from LaBelles.
tfn
GUUI>IEH·OUSPENSKY STUDY group accepting
students. 281-2401.
12113
ACCUIIATE INFORMATION ABOUT eon·
rraccptlon, sterilization, abortion. Right To Choose,
2940171,
tfn
('O!'fi'ACTS·POLISUING, SOLUTIONS Casey
Optical Company on Lomas just west of Washlngton.
tfn

2. Lost &Found
CLAIM YOUR LOST possessiotts at Campus Police
8:00a.m. to 4:00p.m. daily.
tfn

3. Services
ANOTIIER DIVORCE AND Personal Growth
Seminar begins Jan, ll for ten Tuesdays 7:30.9:30
p.m. Cost: S85. Call. Bobbie Brown, Ph.D, 883-0121
or\ValterPoit, MA, 266·3421.
12/13
Sllll'PING CJIRISTMAS PRESENTS. Call Bekins
Moving and Storage 881·2666. Complete packing for
UPS Services. Fot more details, call today.
12/13
YOU SLEEP, WE type, IBM Selectric II. Ovcrnlte
service, Kinko's Copies. 255-9673.
12113
TYPIST. ON CAMPUS. Sense of humor, Some
genius. 242-3093.
01/31
VICTORIA'S WORD SM1111Y: Word processing,
typing. Call Vickie anytime 821-4812.
12113
24 JIOUR TYPING service. 881..()628,
0211
ACULEX WORD PROCESSING: Theses, dlsser·
lations, term papers, resumes, graphics. 831-3181.
12113
FULL SERVICE TYPING, In by 9 a.m., out by S
p.m. or overnight. Correcting Selectric. 268..()657.
12/13
12/13
LADY Dl TYPING Service. 881-3542.
GliiTAR LESSONS, INSTRUMENTS, repairs 'and
rentals. MARC's Guitar Center, 143 Harva;d SE.
265·3315.
tfn
PIANO LESSONS. DEGREED, experienced,
patient. 266-6212.
1.2113
24 HOUR TYPING service near UNM. Call 247·
3519.
12/13
A· I TYPIST, TERM papers, resumes. 299-8970.
12/13
TYPING. MEDICAL/SCIENTIFIC terminology,
Papers, lab reports, etc. After6 p.rn, 821·4378. 01/21
TYPING WITH ELECTRICITY and style. Ca11 Jim
between 6 p.m. and 8 a.m. 873·2251.
12/13
QUALITY TYPING. LOMAS·Tramway area. 85
cents/page, 299-1355.
12113
ACCURATE, PROFESSIONAL TYPING and other
secretarial services, Call THE OtHER OFFICE: 884·
6564.
12/U

ROOMMATE WANTED TO share three-bedroom
house, three blocks NE of campus, $125·$145
(negotiable), split utilities. 268-6352.
12/13
MALE CHRISTIAN WANTED to share Old Town
two-bdr., two-bthr. townhouse, $150 plus half
utilities, Junior, senior or grad preferre<l, Call after S
p.m., Russell, 843-6574.
12113
UNFURNISHED BEDROOM AND bath im·
mediately available. Can furnish, 265-2232,
12/13
VISITING PROFESSOR SEEKS house to sit, Dec.
21 to Jan. 10. 836-0738.
12/13
TAOS SKI RENTAL: Two bedroom house, fur·
nished kitchen. $250 wk. (505) 758-4584.
12113
BUY, DON'T RENT! Three bedroom house plus apt.
Three blocks from University. Appro~. $3,000 down
with FHA Loan. 293-6458.
12113
$135 THREE BEDROOM home, re<luced rent. 262·
1751, Guaranteed Rentals.
12113

5. ForSale
WOMEN'S YELLOW NORDICA ski boots, size 6
medium, $30. 277·2685.
l;z/13
III·FI SYSTEM - B&O 3400 turntable, Tandberg
2075 receiver, Allison 111 loudspeakers, com·
plete- $900/b.o. Will sell separately. Please call
Joel256·3023,
12113
1973 VW BUG. Good condition, $1700 or best offer.
299-6142 after 5 p.m.
12113
CASSETTE RECORDER SUPERSCOPE C·200LP
$75. ScotehAVM-90 tapes $2.50 quantity.
12113
1976 VEGA 4-sp., cassette stereo, steel-belted radials,
good condition, $1495 or best offer. Call Vince 277·
3973.
12113
61 CM BIANCIII racing bike, like new, $350. 2·65
em Gitanes $!00 and $!50, Raiiegh 3-speed $65,
Many more good used bikes. Call Dan'! Boone at
Two Wheel Drive, 243-8443.
12/13
YES! IT'S HERE! The Men ofUNM and the Women
ofUNM 1983 calendars are on sale at bookstores and
newsstands everywhere! The perfect gift for frlel'ds
and family!.
01/10
N•:wrONIAN REFLECTOR TELESCOPE: Eight
inch Pyrex mirror, German equatorial mount,
assorted eyepieces. Call 881·3067 for more details.
12/13
NEW- SONY WALKMAN Ill $90. Vasque X·
country ski boots, men's size 10,$45. 242·1449. 12/13
SKIS, ATOMIC WORLD Cup Hu ISS em. Never
drilled, still in wrappers $280. New sacrifice for $1 SO.
Matt 268·6549.
12/13
NEW Ml':XICO ART Supply Christmas Sale. 20:
50CV, discounts on fine and commercial art materials.
T~bles, easels, painting sets, technical pens, port·
folios, sllkscreen sets and much more, Gift certificates available. Open Mon·Sat, 9·5:30, 2510
CentralS£, across from UNM.
12/13
TYPE IT YOURSELF and Save. Olympia report
deluxe electric typewriter, German made, $100, 242·
7613.
tfn
STEREO SYSTEM INTERGRATED. Sansui
technics and Pioneer components. Excellent con·
dltlon, worth $4,000. Sacrifice for $1,500. 888·3142.
12/13
1980 PINTO, RUNS excellent, standard, good in
miles, $2,350. 266-2264.
12/13
68 V.W. BAJA cheap dependable transportation.
Bob292..0221.
12113

DELIVER THE LOBO. Must beUNMstudent, have
own truck or van, and be able to work 7·10 a.m.
Monday through Friday. Job starts Jan. 10, 1983.
Apply in 131 Marron Hall 8 a.m. to5 p.m.
12113
U.S. TOBACCO COMPANY is seeking a college
representative to present company and products on
and around campus. Send resume to P.O. Box35157,
Station D, Albuquerque, NM 87176.
01/31
EMPLOYMENT SEARCH CONSULTANTS.
Expert help with resumes, applications, interviewing
techniques. Send for information, 3131 Candelaria
N£, Doll 181, Albuquerque, NM 87107.
12/13
SUBJECTS WANTED TO participate in psychology
experiments, One hour per day for about ten weeks.
Pay Is $5 per hour. Contact Dr. Dougher in
Psychology, 277·3205. Hours are flexible.
12/13
BANK TELLER, WII.L train, full-time, Call now!
262·1751, Guaranteed Jobs.
12/13
GAIN BUSINESS EXPERIENCE In creative per•
sonal sales, marketing and finance In Northwestern
Mutual Life's college internship program. $10:12/hr,
working flexible part-time. Call Jill at 883·5360 for
more information.
12/13
FOURTII YEAR TELECOMMUNICATIONS
students only. KOB-TV /PM Magazine has two intern
openings. One production specialist, one
writing/research specialist 20 hours per week
beginning spring semester. Contact Wanda Lippert,
243-4411 ext. 471.
12/13
CARPET CLEANER, NO experience needed. Big
money. 262-1751, Guaranteed Jobs.
12/13
AVAILABLE JOBS! CALL the experts at 262·1751,
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~ rdon· . •adulation~ to:~
1st· Avl Fuerst
2nd - Jim Gosler
3rd Peter Ortega
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Womens Single Billiards
1at- Angela Bognar .
2nd Casey Cook
3rd • Ellen Lambert

Mixed Doubles Billiards

Mens Single Billiard

1st- Debl Rldulfo/Mike Brent
2nd • Hanel Baldwin/Matt Ken
3rd Angela Bogner/Anthony Herrera

1st- Mike Breit
2nd Rick Archuleta
3rd • Pat Jaramillo

I
.--------------, {l
! ~ ! I ~erry
fJ RfCOI\PJ

OPE:N 7 PAYS
13q HARVARD !IE. . _2:_b_e!;?;.~

Open Doubles Ping Pong
1st· Jim & Cathy Gosler
2nd • Scott Qulsene & Servo Soriano
3rd ·Phil Blswell & Kevin Hlbrey
I
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Christmas everyone, and don't
I 2 Slices of Cheese Pizza I
forget our ACU-1 regional Qualifying
& A Large s.oft Drink
~ tournament Jan. 21st See You Then

J
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7. Travel
$400 NEED RIDE to New York for glider trailer.

12113
Must have own vehicle. Cali 345-8774.
SP:RING BREAK IN New York. Earn up tQ three
hours Fine Arts credit. Eight days, six shows, airfare,
hotel, seminars, tours. Deadline; Jan, 21, 1983, 292·
1195,
12113
RIDER TO OR near Washington, D,C, Cali 256·7127
for more information, Ask for John,
12/13
NORTH CAROLINA RIDE neede<l. Will share
costs, Cai1Gregg242-7308,
12113
FLY TO FLORIDA, I have one-way ticket to Fort
Myers, $95. 865·0106.
12/13
RIDES 'fO CHICAGO for Christmas. Leavins 12/13
afternoon, return 1/l 5, Ron 255-3392 or 277-5736,
01/10

WANTED: RIDE TO NEVADA, preferably Ren~
12/18. Share driving, expenses. Leandra 277-3068.
12113
WANTED; COUPLE NEED ride to south Florida
for Christmas break. Will share driving/expenses.
12/13
Jack, Terry 345·4052.
WE'LL PAY $400. Need ride to New York
(Rochester area} for glider trailer. Must have own
vehicle. Call345·8774.
12/13
ADVERTISE YOUR TRIP, adve~ture or ride needs
in the Daily Lobo.
tfn

8. Miscellaneous
WANTED: VUGOSLOVIAN RESISTANCE
Movement survivor of C(Jncentration Camp ex·
perience between 1938-1945 for docum.•llary being
produced by KNME·TV. Contact Dale Sonnenberg at
277·2121.
12/13
SANTA - MEET ME at Photo Service tomorrow.
S. Claus.
12/13
FANTASTIC KITTENS: FJU:E to good homes. All
black males and females, fully housetrained and only
10 weeks old. See them at 207 Stanford SE (2 blocks
south of Johnson Gym}.
12113
HAVE AN ADVENTURE this weekend! Skydivel
Call the Albuquerque Parachute Center for in·
formation concerning our next First Jump Course.
Special rates for students and military. Call877-4016.
12113

9. Las N oticias
ANYONE INTERESTED IN participating with the
production of Conceptions Southwest for the 1983
issue, please contact Patrick Chavez at 277·4806.
Open meeting, Tuesday, Dec. 21, 6:30 p.m.,
Publications Office,
12/13
SALE SALE SALE. The Telltbook Co-op wants you
to buy old books at ridiculously low prices. Open
until Friday, Dec. 17, Located in room24-A ofSUB,
277-3701.
12113
CLUB? MEETING? ORGANIZATION? Advertise
in Las Notlclns,
tfn

10. Yule Log
SPAZO, MERRY CHRISTMAS to the man with the
best zapat<;Js.
12/13
CHI OMEGAS ARE the greatest! Merry Christmas!
Love ya bunches, Annette,
12/13
BUGSY, MERRY CHRISTMAS I Gonna miss your
12/13
bright green eyes II Jove you, • , Dollface,
TO MY TWO Roomies, See No Evil and Hear No
Evil: Merry Christmas! Hope we don't drive each
other crazy during the break. And no getting
depressed- Jet's have a good time, Much Jove from
Speak No Evil.
12/13
ROBERT, OUR FAIRY tale begins, •• And I'll
always love you, Merry Christmas, Daddy. From
12/13
Gatsby, Star and Terri.
MERRY CHRISTMAS LOBO staffers and may 1983
be a less trying year! EMC,
12/13
SKA, LET'S HAVE a Merry Christmas. Love, Me,
12/13
TRIGGER! THANKS FOR everything! Let's have a
very special CI:Iristmas, I love yo\1. Gator. (P.S. Get
ready for z.z. Top I).
12/13
JOEL L. EGGSHELLS have beautiful things in·
side, •. Yours especially! Feliz Navidad.
12/13
CATHY G, YOU'RE one pulchritudinous friend!
MakeitahappyNewYear.lloveyou. Dianna. 12/13
DEAR DR. DUSZYNSKI: Merry Christmas. The
12113
sawdust is in the basement. BARF.
ED AT THE booth! Hey, guy, Merry Christmas to
you. Thanks for your smiling face every day. Love,
Nancy.
12113
MERRY CHRISTMAS TO the Lobo news, ad·
vertislng and production staffs. It's been ••• fun.
Let's do it again, like how about next year. May your
holidays be safe and relaxful. The "Classy'' Ad Man.
12/13
WARM THANKS AND happy holidays to all my
students- Jonathan Nimitz.
12/13
YOLANDA, SALLY AND Dave- Thanks for
making the office a nice place to live! Hope yo:J have
the happiest of holidays. Maryann.
12/13
ALVARDO STAFf AND residents: Season's
Greetings and Happy New Year. Love, Leslie M,
12/13
KILLER GIBBS AND Nakanaka, kick up some dirt
for me and have fun during the semester break.
Happy holidays. Love,-the Night Owl.
12/13
T. URENDA, CAN'T wait for tn)' first Christmas
with you! Definitely not our last. I'll be back In your
arms December 26, lt's love- I want more for you
than I want for myself. Merry Christmas! Yours
forever, Les. P,S. You make me Real Happy!. 12113
MERRY GREEN CHRISTMAS, Mark, Charlie,
Scott, From the Two of Us.
12/13
P.S. MERRY Chrlstma.~ to the greatest sister around.
T.S.
12/13
MERRY CHRISTMAS EVE and happy New Year's
Eve. There, now I got that tacky pun on your name
out of my system. Hope finals go better than you
e><pect, Don't get down, you can do itl Have fun
"vegetating'' .at home during the break, Christmas
cheer from a friend.
12113
KENT F. IT was great that you cameSaturday night.
• Had a blast! Have a Merry Christmas. From the Pi
12113
Phi Angels.

6. Employment

{:!The SUB Recreation Games
and*
Miller Beer would like to thank the contestants for their participation in making
~
the 3rd tournament a success.
~

Mens Single Ping Pong

Guaranteed Jobs.
12113
CRUISE SHIP JOBS! Great income p<;Jtentia1. All
occupations. For information, call (602) 998·0426
ext. 924.
12113
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TODAY'S CROSSWORD PUZZLE
ACROSS

1 Disjoin
5 Ring
9 Ghettos

45 Pure
46 Lonely one
49 Turnaround
53 Crazy as-

14 Axillary
54 Work up
15 Toronto foot- 55 White matter
baUer
·56 Charter
16 Afghan city 57 Beyond
17 Fr.-Canadian 58 Fastened
name
59 Doctrine
18 Sketched
60 Vegetable
19 Egg-shaped 61 Whirlpool
20 Delayed
DOWN
22 Ladders
23 Narrated
24 Hotel worker 1 Catherine
-:Queen
25 Goblin
2 Shelterward
28 Stripping
32 Balance
3 Declaim
4 Exposition
33 Loaded
34 Sickness: Fr. 5 Canoeing
need
35 Clare Booth
6 Dropped a fly
7 Matured
36 Asian
8 Humble
37 Papa's
9 Weapon
spouse
38 Fish disease 10 Charged
11 USSR river
39 Caravan
12 Spouse
animal
13 Holy ones:
40 Income
Abbr.
41 Off to21 System
43 Nook
22 Healthier
44 Heron

THURSDAY'S
PUZZLE SOLVED

"M I'OLARI'ONT
ELIHU OMAR

AGAR

SOREHEA£.?:~
INTO
TREP ID.OMISS ION
- A NEW SM U T SIT AIR T E R S
EIC T S
Oil R T
T H RIE E• IC
A R tr• 0 E T E CT s•v lA
WII NG
NO E_l_L ~
NT
0 E L IU DE T E R R AIC E S
ARA T E T S -

-c

~~ i

¥-li •o
FAREr._L.SESTET
AMOR SLOWTiA INS
ROAN
EYRE

TOSEE
STEED

24 Cycle
25 Break apart
26 Sporran
27 Nouveau-:
Parvenu
28 Fruit
29 Likeness
30 Epithets
31 Tumbler
33 Luxury
fabrics
36 Saying nil
37 Make thin
39 Government
body

INCA
LEER

40 Part of "to
be"
42 Fissured
43 Backslide
45 Dogfight
46 Cease
47 Robert48 Chestnut
49 Shatter
50 Glided
51 Not yet up
52"- Be
Good"
54 Thieve

